
By Ben Rinaldi 

he videogame business is going 
through what many financial 

analysts term a “transition peri- 

od, and although many of these 
same analysts would agree that the 
industry is poised for renewed 
growth in the next 12 months, it’s 

evident that publishers big and 

small are feeling the pinch. Overall, 
hardware and software game sales 
have fallen off dramatically through 
the first three quarters of 2000 
compared to the same period a year 

ago. The long-awaited arrival of 
Sony's PlayStation 2 console helped 
jumpstart sales for the retail and 
gaming communities, but is it too 
little too late? 

Let’s take a look at how some of 
the industry’s major players fared 
during this turbulent period. 

   ELECTRONIC ARTS 

EA’s overall revenues 

were down for its 

second fiscal quarter 

2001. Consolidated net revenues for 

the second quarter were $219.9 mil- 

lion, compared to $338.9 million 

reported for the same quarter of the 

prior fiscal year. Pro-forma consolidated 

net loss in the quarter, before goodwill 

and non-cash charges, was $35 million 

compared to pro-forma net income, 

before goodwill and non-cash charges, 

of $20.1 million in the same quarter of 

the prior year. Pro-forma consolidated 

loss per share, excluding goodwill and 

non-cash charges, was $0.27 com- 
pared to earnings per share, reported 

on the same basis, of $0.15 in the 

same quarter of the prior year. Larry 

Probst, EA’s chairman/CEO, blamed the 

  

  

   

  

  

Market Watch: A Financial 
Look at the Games Business 

poor showing on the current platform 

transition, commenting, “As anticipated, 

the second quarter was a challenging 

quarter as we moved through the sea- 

sonally slow summer prior to the intro- 

duction of PlayStation 2.” 

  

    

  

In Japan, Nintendo 

reported a recovery in 

profits for the past six 

months of its fiscal year. 

Nintendo’s parent-only current profit in 

the April through September period 

have more than doubled, even though 

Sales dropped about 26 percent to 140 

billion yen (approximately $1.25 billion), 

as the yen’s appreciation against the 

dollar decreased the value of overseas 

sales, which account for about 78 per- 

cent of the company’s sales. Pre-tax     
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profits for the period rose to 51.79 bil- 

lion yen (approximately $468.4 million), 

significantly more than last year’s 20 

billion yen (approximately $180.9 mil- 

lion). For Nintendo's full fiscal year, 

which ends March 31, 2001, it fore- 

casts a /8 billion yen (approximately 

$705.5 million) group net profit on 

sales of 500 billion yen (approximately 

$4.52 billion). 

INTERPLAY 
> For the quarter ended 

- September 30, 2000, 
Interplay reported net 

revenues of $31.6 million, a surprising 
34 percent increase over net revenues 

of $23.6 million for the same period a 

year ago. Operating income was $1.1 

million versus a loss of $16.1 million in 

the same quarter a year ago. 

IDSA Says the Best 
Days are Ahead 

By Bryan Intihar 

  

  

n the 11.6.00 issue of GameWEEK, one story discussed how 
ml the analysts of Southwest Securities strongly believed that 
ie the interactive entertainment industry was well on its way 

to bouncing back and having a profitable future. The trade 
association of the industry, the Interactive Digital Software 
Association (IDSA), has now reiterated this point. 

First off, the IDSA expected that 2000 would be a slower 

year profit-wise because of the console transition, but that 
now the industry is poised to recover and can continue to     (continued on page 4)      
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Michigan Attorney General 
Follows Ryan’s Lead 

By Bryan Intihar 

ack in the spring, Illinois Attorney 
B eves Jim Ryan conducted a 

“sting” operation that revealed to 
the public that young children were able 
to. very easily purchase violent 
videogames. As a result of Ryan’s “sting,” 
the focus of how violent videogames 
were getting into the hands of young- 
sters had somewhat shifted to the coun- 

Jennifer M. 

Granholm spoke 

about the need 

for retailers in 

the state to readi- 

ly enforce the rat- 
ing system of the 

Entertainment 

Software Review 

Board (ESRB). 

Michigan Attorney 

General Jennifer M. 

Granholm 

try’s retailers. This past month, another 
“sting” was conducted in the state of 
Michigan. The results of this one demon- 
strate that some retailers are still not 
restricting “Mature” rated game sales. 

Recently, Michigan Attorney General 

    
During her announcement, she talked 
about the informal “shopping sting” she 
and her staff conducted. Much like Illinois 
Attorney General Jim Ryan, Granholm had 
young children try to purchase “Mature” 

(continued on page 4)   
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Race across two accurately modeled cities - Win the pink slips of opposing players! Play in a persistent world with : 

New York and London! Rise up through the ranks in the interactive traffic, pedestrians 
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Continued From Cover 

Market Watch: 

“We're extremely pleased that we have 

returned Interplay to operating profitability for 

this quarter,” said Brian Fargo, Interplay’s chair- 

man and CEO. “Our revenue growth of approx- 

imately 34 percent over the same quarter last 

year was due to new title releases in the quar- 

ter, as well as re-orders of previously released 

titles. Baldur's Gate Il on PC, Star Trek New 

Worlds on PC and Caesar's Palace 2000 on 

Dreamcast were all released this quarter. 

Icewind Dale on PC, as well as Caesar's Palace 

2000 on PlayStation, both of which were 

released last quarter, continue to be strong sell- 

ers for us.” 

i
 

Revenues for 3D0 during the fiscal 

second quarter were $22.9 million, 

an increase of 11 percent, com- 

pared to $20.7 million in the prior 

year’s fiscal second quarter. Pro-forma consol- 

idated net loss in the quarter before warrant 

expense was $15.2 million, compared to a loss 

of $5.9 million in the same quarter last year. On 

an as-reported basis, the net loss was $16.7 

million. Revenues for the fiscal first half were 

$30.8 million, compared to $33.8 million in the 

prior fiscal year. As-reported net loss for the 

first six months of the fiscal year was $43.0 

million, compared to $12.7 million, for the 
same period last year. 

Trip Hawkins, the company’s chairman/CEO, 

said, “Despite ongoing industry pricing pres- 

A Financial Look at the 
eee ey,   

sure and market slowness prior to the introduc- 

tion of PlayStation 2, we were pleased with the 

quarter and our revenue and the operating loss 

were in line with our expectations.” 
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| } ACTIVISION 
_ ACTIVISION. No software publisher 

= | has enjoyed more suc- 

cess “this year than Activision. Successful 

launches of Jony Hawk's Pro Skater 2, Spider- 

Man and X-Men Mutant Academy, plus the 

continued success of the original Tony Hawk’s 

Pro Skater, has helped the company achieve 

record financials for the second quarter, ended 

september 30 2000. 

Net revenues for the second fiscal quarter 

increased to $144.4 million from $115.4 mil- 

lion for the second quarter of the last fiscal 

year. Operating income rose 170 percent to 

$9.5 million, as compared with $3.5 million 

for the same period last year. Net income 

grew to $4.3 million, compared with a net 

income of $1.1 million for the comparable 

period last year. 

Moving forward, Robert Kotick, Activision's 

co-chairman/CEO, said, “We are optimistic 

about our continued market momentum. We 

have two titles for the PlayStation 2 for this hol- 

iday season—Orphen: Scion of Sorcery and 

Sky Odyssey—and 12 other games in develop- 

ment, including four extreme sports titles. We 

believe that both Orphen and Sky Odyssey will 

be leading titles for the new platform. 

   
    

Games Business — 

MIDWAY 

  

Gmipway Midway has fallen on hard 

times of late. Fiscal 2001 

first quarter revenues decreased 55.7 percent 

to $47.3 million, compared with $106.6 million 

in the prior year period. In addition, Midway 

reported a net loss of $9.9 million, compared to   
period. The company blames the decline in rev- 

enues and overall profitability on sluggish 

net income of $11.3 million in the prior year — 

    

Dreamcast software sales. Revenues related to _ 

Sega’s console decreased 87% to $4,583,000 

in the fiscal 2001 first quarter from $34,107,000 

in the prior year period. 

  

Capcom announced its 

fiscal half-year financial 
    

yen (approximately $21.78 million). 

results with a total operating profit of 2.4 billion : 

The Japanese game company saw domestic — 

operating profits dip down to 0.9 billion yen 

(approximately $8.16 million), or 65% lower — 
than the same period last year. The news wasn’t : 

all bad for Capcom as its North American sub- 

sidiary excelled due to its low overhead and 

brisk software sales of Dino Crisis 2 (PlayStation) 

and Resident Evil: Code Veronica (Dreamcast). 

Capcom also forecasts that its total operating 

profit for the full year ending March 2001 will be 

approximately 8.6 billion yen (approximately 

$78.06 million) or 5% less than last year. GW   

  

Read All About It: Japanese News Source Goes International! 
By Ben Rinaldi 

apan Is the videogame Mecca of the world 

so it’s only fitting that Famitsu.com, a 

leading videogame news provider read 
religiously by more than 80 percent of 

Japanese game-playing fanatics, has gone 

global. 

Thanks to a partnership between 

Famitsu’s parent company Enterbrain, Inc. 
and Ubi Soft subsidiary GameLoft, gamers 
from all over the world can now go online to 

http://us.famitsu.gameloft.com and read 
about the latest videogame-related news and   

developments in the Land of the Rising Sun. 

The agreement calls for Enterbrain to 

extract news, sales charts, etc. from 

Famitsu.com and translate it to English. 
GameLoft will then translate the information 

into regional languages and distribute it in 
real time from Japan to the rest of the world 

via its portal sites. 

The decision to produce and distribute 

overseas editions of Famitsu.com was a no- 
brainer for Famitsu editor-in-chief Ricky 
Tanimoto, who told GameWEEK: “Many peo- 

ple have asked me to publish an English ver- 

sion of Famitsu. Some of them have even 
A? 

taken Japanese classes just to be able to 

understand the magazine. However, now that 

the Internet has become such a part of our 

everyday life, | have decided to start an inter- 
national version of Famitsu online. My hope 

is that the site will not only correspond news 

and data, but also, Japanese game culture. 

We at Famitsu believe games not only enter- 

tain, but also have become part of our lives.” 

GameLoft will distribute Famitsu in six 
countries throughout North America and 

Europe including U.S.A., Canada, Italy, 

France, Spain, and Denmark. An additional 17 

countries will be added by spring 2001. GW   

  

MY SOCKS USE AN 
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WHAT LIAS THAT 
OTHER PICK-UP 
LINE WE TALKED 
ABOUT? 

    
  

GareWeek 

  
By Ben Rinaldi 

GameWEEK Senior Editor 

ben@gameweek.com 

Y2K Slump? 
or videogame aficionados, the 

Fee: 2000 was about as exciting 

as an Al Gore/George Bush pres- 

idential debate (Zzzzzzzzzz...). Sure the 

launch of PlayStation 2 was 

exciting...for about five minutes. Sony 

was fortunate that “the biggest launch 

in the history of consumer electron- 

ics” didn’t turn into the “biggest night- 

mare in the history of consumer elec- 

tronics.” Criticisms for not delivering 

sufficient hardware units to satisfy 

demand and lack of quality PS2 soft- 

ware overshadowed an otherwise suc- 

cessful debut. Luckily for Sony, it 

seems consumer demand for the con- 

sole has not waned and, barring any 

unforeseen disasters, PS2 should 

establish itself as the premiere next- 

gen game machine next year. 

Outside of the PS2 launch it was 

business as usual for the other major 

players. Sega continued to push 

Dreamcast and finally got around to 

introducing its online gaming network 

SegaNet. Although the company gets 

kudos for being the first to deliver 

online game play to the home console 

market, Dreamcast’s small installed 

base and limited selection of online- 

enabled games has kept SegaNet 

from becoming a mass-market suc- 

cess. Nintendo finally got around to 

showing off its Gamecube and Game 

Boy Advance (GBA) systems, but then 

decided to quickly (and predictably) 

clam up and not say anything further 

until E3. Microsoft used 2000 to 

announce its planned entry into the 

videogame business with Xbox but it 

too revealed little about the system. 
Overall, the industry is expected to — 

show a slight decline when the final 
sales numbers are tallied. Our friends~ 
at PC Data are reporting that estimat- 

— ed year-end 2000 videogame sales 

would total approximately $6.6 billion - 

down from last year’s record total | 

$6.925 billion. _ we 
_ The introduction of three new systems ; 

(GBA, Gamecube and Xbox) will, at the 

very least, ensure that the Y2K slump 

is not repeated in 2001 and 

GameWEEK will be there to cover all 

the exciting news and developments 

as they happen. 

From the entire GameWEEK staff: 

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year! 
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Michigan Attorney General Follows Ryan’s Lead 
rated games from local retailers. 

The operation consisted of volunteers 

from the Attorney General’s office escorting 

eight children (ranging from ages nine to 13) 

to stores around the state to see if a 

“Mature” rated game could be purchased. 

Granholm reported that in 31 instances, the 

game was sold to a young child. The retail 
chains that were visited were as follows: 

Babbages, Best Buy, Circuit City, CompUSA, 

Kmart, MediaPlay, Meijer, OfficeMax, 

Staples, Target, Toys R US and Wal-Mart. 

During this “sting,” the only two that did not 
allow the child to purchase the game were 

Babbages and Target. Rental shops were also 

part of the operation as four Blockbuster 

Videos and one Mammoth Video enabled a 

youngster to rent the “Mature” rated game. 

A letter containing the results of the sting 

was then sent out to each retailer once 

again asking them to enforce the ESRB rat- 

ing system and refuse ESRB rating system 

and refuse sales of violent games to young 

children. In her speech, Granholm stated, 

“Violence in this country is a global prob- 

Continued from the Cover 

  

lem, and it deserves a global solution. In the 

case of violent videogames, the manufactur- 

ers have done their part by allowing their 

games to be rated. Parents certainly have to 

do their part to use those ratings to choose 

games that are appropriate for their fami- 

lies. Now Michigan’s retailers must step up 

to the plate and become part of the solu- 

tion, too.” Simply put, Granholm wants the 

retailers in the state of Michigan to take a 

proactive approach. 

Following the results of the “sting,” some 

retailers have already spoken with Granholm 

and are attempting to make modifications in 

their stores to help eliminate the chance of 

a young child purchasing the “Mature” rated 

game. Those stores are Meijer, Kmart, 

OfficeMax and Wal-Mart. This has pleased 

the Michigan Attorney General, but she still 
wants more retailers to commit to changing 

their policies. “Those retailers who have 

made an effort to be part of the solution 

deserve our praise,’ said Granholm. “But 

where are the rest of you? Too many major 

national retailers like Toys R Us, Best Buy, 
  

Circuit City and CompUSA have been silent 
on the issue.” 

Here is a laundry list of what the Attorney 

General is asking retailers to do: 

e “Adopt or expand existing ‘We Card’ 

policies to check age or require parental 

permission before selling or renting ‘R- 

rated,’ ‘Explicit,’ ‘Adult,’ ‘Adults Only,’ or 

‘Mature’ labeled products.” 

e “Inform the public of their policies 

through appropriate displays and adver- 

tising.” 

e “Clearly and conspicuously display all 

industry ratings and advisories on their 

products and in advertising and displays.” 

e “Implement a reliable system of age ver- 

ification for all sales of mature products.” 

However, even with the results of these 

two “sting” operations, it still comes down 

to each and every individual retailer and 

their willingness to enforce the rating sys- 

tem. Everyday, retailers struggle with what is 

more important, the sale or the principle, 

and not even Attorney General Ryan or 

Granholm can control that. GW 

IDSA Says the Best Days are Ahead 
grow. In addition, the IDSA sees this transition to be much 

smoother than the one that happened back in 1994-1995. Douglas 

Lowenstein, president of the IDSA, said, “As expected, 2000 was a 

soft year compared to the industry’s double-digit growth rates 
through the mid and late nineties.... On the other hand, compared 
to the previous transition year of 1994-1995, the industry proved 
more resilient and entrenched. With more new technology 

advances on the horizon, growing online game revenue opportuni- 

ties, and ever more advanced artistry and creativity by developers, 

the videogame industry will perhaps be the most important enter- 

tainment median in this new century.” 
The IDSA also polled many game company CEOs on questions 

pertaining to the future of the industry (the CEOs that took part of 

the survey account for more than 75 percent of the industry sales 

numbers in one year). According to the survey, the CEOs expect 
sales to increase in 2001 by at least 11 percent and could even go 
as high as 15-20 percent. The IDSA added that “based on historical 

patterns...expect sales to grow 20 percent or more between 2002- 

2004, lifting total U.S. videogame software sales to more than ten 

billion dollars.” 

Another part of the survey by the IDSA asked CEOs to comment 
on what type of presence online gaming would have in the coming 
years. Those results were mixed. While 55 percent saw online gam- 
ing to be a necessity for their company, they also did not expect it 

to produce a huge amount of revenue any time soon. The IDSA 

reports that “an equal number believe revenues from online 

  

  

  

games will not exceed 20 percent of their company’s revenue until 

at least 2004, with many saying that it will be several years later. The 

CEOs said the major obstacle to realizing the full potential of the 

Internet is the development of profitable revenue models for 

online games.” Now Sony Computer Entertainment America has 
been preaching since E3 that the “broadband revolution” is right 
around the corner. Yet, according to these figures it may be a while 

before online gaming, especially in the console market becomes a 

major source of revenue for the companies in the interactive 

entertainment industry. Sega is currently the only major console 
player who has created an online community and its success still 
not been determined. 

Lastly, the IDSA also polled the CEOs on what they think of the 

videogame industry compared to other forms of entertainment. 

Not surprisingly—since their paychecks depend on the success of 

games—approximately “three out of four (73 percent) of the 
CEOs agree that computer and videogames will be the most impor- 
tant art form of the 21st century.” Reasons for this optimism 
include an expansive user demographic, increased presence of 

next-generation consoles in homes, the development of the online 

gaming market and further advances in game technology. 

As the year 2000 comes to a close, many gaming companies are 
looking forward to next year. What was first discussed by 
Southwest Securities is now reaffirmed by the IDSA; 2001 and the 
years beyond should produce larger profit numbers for companies 

in the game industry. GW 
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Sega Opens its Vault, Brings Genesis Games to Dreamcast 
Clever marketing ploy or act of desperation? 

    

    
   

    

   

      

   

          

   

Sega hopes to 
ihiviotie today's bundle. When asked whether a Genesis 

demographic with compilation disc would also be made avail- 

the very “stuff” able to consumers as a stand-alone SKU, 

that put them Hawkins answered “It’s something we’re 

By Jim Loftus and is now apparent today on 

Dreamcast. With this bundle, 

nan attempt to generate added interest in Sega is giving gamers not only 
its Dreamcast console, Sega of America a bit of nostalgia, but even 

  

has decided to crack open its vaultand put | more reason to purchase — looking into, but right now there are no 
some of its 16-bit material back to work. In | Dreamcast.” ook: fe plans to release it solo.” 

January, the company will begin offering In addition to ten titles such We also asked about the product’s target 

consumers a new Dreamcast bundle option | retro-game selections, © 4 Phantasy audience and if there was any danger the 
under the name “Smash Pack.” Sega’s | Sega is including Sega Star Il, foal package might be percieved as a desperate 
upcoming hardware package will include a | Swirl,a Dreamcast puz- ea a attempt by Sega to lure retro gaming fans to 
Dreamcast console, one controller and a zle game that has been Shinobi and Dreamcast. “It’s not that way at all,” 

compilation disc loaded with classic | available free to con- = Altered Hawkins explains. “Sega has so much great 
Genesis game titles. The company’s plan is | sumers for months via == Sitar content from the past, we thought we’d 

to offer a total of ten best-selling 16-bit | demo discs; and a visu- | : draw on it. When former Genesis fans go 
Genesis games on the disc: Altered Beast, | ally enhanced port of AN into the store, they'll say “Hey...I know these 
Sonic the Hedgehog, Revenge of Shinobi, Virtua Cop 2, a light gun See games!’ and it will add incentive to pick up a 
Streets of Rage 2, Golden Axe, Columns, compatible game Dreamcast. Some may pick it up for them- 
Phantasy Star Il, Vectorman, Shining Force, that was released : selves, some may think ‘Hey, I’d like my kids 

and Wrestle War. During a recent press-only | fortheSaturnback | Sty. . ae to enjoy the same games that I enjoyed!” 

event held in San Francisco, Charles | in 1996. \ | z , wee Hawkins concludes “We also think we're 
Bellfield, Sega’s VP of communications, We _ contacted Naa * ® going to reach some of the younger Genesis 
told GameWEEK “Our company has an Sega’s Gaming PR 
incredible legacy of content which started Manager, Heather Hawkins, 

in the arcade, progressed to the Genesis for more details on the impending 

fans.” Sega’s Smash Pack bundle is sched- 
uled to ship with a manufacturer’s suggest- 

ed retail price of $179.95. GW 
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SNES/Super Famicom, CORYEETENS, Lich , Jaguar, baile and much more 
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PS2 shortfall opens door to other platforms, PC games 

By Steve Traiman 

ore brick-and-mortar and 

click-and-mortar — retailers 

share the cautious optimism 
of their fellow merchants for the hol- 

iday season (GameWEEK, November 

2) issue). While unit sales were up 

for the first nine months compared 

to last year, dollars were flat for con- 

sole and computer game and acces- 
sory sales. In the wake of the initial 

shortfall of Sony’s PlayStation 2 

(PS2), most retailers see the oppor- 

tunity to fill the gap with some good 

product from Dreamcast, N64 and 
Game Boy Color. 

Total videogame hardware, soft- 
ware and accessory sales at retail 

were up 14% in units but only 1% in 

dollars, compared to the same 

January-September period in 1999, 
according to NPD TRSTS data, analyst 
Kristin Barnett reports. On the com- 
puter side, entertainment software 

was up 12% in units and 8% in doliars, 

but edutainment titles dropped 19% 

in units and 23% in dollars from the 
year-ago period. 

Game Boy Color sparked the 

videogame market, with portable 

software up 22% in units and 18% in 

dollars. Next generation soft- 

ware, including PlayStation 
(PSX), N64 and Dreamcast, 

was 30% ahead in units and 

17% in dollars. 

Here's a sampling of more 

comments from representa- 

tives of brick-and-mortar, 

click-and-mortar and online 

game retailers, including 

Circuit City, Hastings Books, 

Music & Video, Office Depot, 

buy.com and half.com. 

The exit of the 600-plus 
Circuit City stores from major appli- 
ances earlier this year has opened 

significant space for video and com- 

puter game software, with all stores 

sporting revamped layouts in early 

November. “Our business has 

changed and we're now a ‘player’ in 

the games business,” emphasizes 

Dan Barzell, assistant vice president 

and division merchandise manager 

for software, peripherals and 

                    

  

telecommunications. On the PS2 roll- 

out, he observes, “You have to under- 

Stand Sony’s endgame. People will 

see it (PS2) as an entertainment cen- 

ter with multiple uses. We can look at 
every PS2 household as a potential 
destination for DVD movies and 

music CDs, as well as a game center 

with access to the Internet and inter- 

active gaming.” The chain also will be 

expanding its website offerings at 
www.circuitcity.com. “We’ve had a 
limited selection of software up to 

now, he adds, “but like anyone with 

an online presence, we know we can, 

and will, do better. “We're very excit- 

ed to have a presence in the 
videogame and computer software 
and hardware markets. 

At the 145 Hastings Books, Music & 

Video outlets, “Since we started 

merchandising games ‘live’ instead 

of keeping them locked up, 
videogame business had been pretty 
good across the board for the first 
nine months compared to last year,” 

says Victor Fuentes, senior director, 

video and computer software and 

newsstands. With kiosks in-store for 
demos of all platforms and more 
titles, accessories and peripherals, 

“We're bringing more excitement to 

  

“Our business has changed... 

We're very excited to have a presence 

in the videogame and computer 

software and hardware markets.” 

Dan Barzell, assistant vice president 

and division merchandise manager for software, 

peripherals and telecommunications, 

Circuit City 

  

the game department,” he adds. On 
the computer side, while Diablo // 

was a major driver for business, fam- 

ily and children’s titles were fairly 

soft. Hastings has rented Dreamcast 

consoles and games since last 

September’s launch and had PS2 

units available in all stores on launch 

date at $19.99 for five days, with titles 
$4.99 each for the same rental peri- 

od. “It’s absolutely done very well 

  

  

and has made us very optimistic over 

the outlook for the holiday quarter,” 

he says. “Any new format invigorates 

the market and the tight PS2 avail- 

ability should open up sales for other 
formats. The Legend of Zelda: 
Mayora’s Mask really took off for N64 
and any hot title brings in more traf- 

fic, and more sales. 

The 850-plus Office Depot super- 

stores saw videogame and cor puter 
entertainment software sales a bit 

ahead of the first nine months of last 

year, with revenue trending up from 

June through September anywhere 

from five to eight percentage doints. 

“Our customer base is more office 

and productivity software focused,” 
says Carol Martin, vice president, 
technology. “Game software is an 
impulse buy and we are providing 

more exposure for these titles, 

including a number of budge :-priced 
offerings.” The chain carries PSX and 
PS2, N64, Dreamcast and I’C soft- 

ware. 

Buy.com has been offering games 

online since the acquis tion of 

Speedserve in mid-1998, and now has 
several thousand SKUs available in all 

formats, according to Mike Walkey, 

senior vice president, procuct man- 

agement. “We're focused on 

the hard-core videogamer and 

more casual PC gamer,” he 
says, “with a high po:ential for 
parents buying sof:ware for 
their kids.” Busines; the first 

nine months was up slightly 

from last year, with the big phe- 

nomenon what he called “PS2 
anticipation. Our big distribu- 
tors, including Ingram and 

Baker & Taylor, committed 

product a week before the 

launch. Our speciai $449 bun- 
dle included two controllers, a selec- 

tion of games and Sony Pictures’ Men 
in Black DVD as we wanted to give our 

buyers a true PS2 experience. 

Overall, however, the PS2 shortage 

Should have a positive impact on 

sales for other platforms with a lot of 
good titles just releesed or our 
before the holidays.” 

Half.com is unique is an online 

marketplace of buyers and sellers 
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for mostly used video and computer 

games, audio CDs, DVD movies and 

books, and became a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of eBay in July. “Our sell- 

ers are retailers, wholesalers and 

distributors and our buyers are 

mostly consumers,’ says Chris 

Fralic, vice president, business 

development. Since the _ site 

launched in January, PC Data Online 

has reported solid increases in 

unique visitors, he notes. “In 

February we had 840,000 which made 

us the 705 most active site; in May it 

was 3.9 million as the 125th most 

active; and in October, eight million 

made us number 62, with 9.1% of all 

Internet visitors.” At the same time, 

the site launched with about one mil- 

lion titles and has more than seven 

million for the holidays, with its 

“Most Wanted” list a good barome- 

ter of what gamers want, and a boost 

for preorders, he observes. Looking 

ahead, Half.com and Buy.com recent- 

ly announced a partnership that will 

create a co-branded version of 

Half.com on the Buy.com site in the 

  

  

first quarter, offering used games, and /000 Games for Windows. 

movies and music. 

All retailers are ramping up for the 

holidays. At Circuit City, the Sunday 

newspaper sections will have greatly 

expanded game software and hard- 

ware offerings through December, 

according to Dan Barzell. The 

November 5 flyer had a page for PS2 

and PSX, with a PS one console for 

$99.95; a half-page on peripherals 
featuring Intel’s wireless mouse, key- 

board and base station, and a mid- 

week November 9 insert also high- 

lighted Sega Dreamcast’s new Jet 

Grind Radio with a free CD sound- 

track bonus. For Office Depot, games 

are also getting more attention in 
Sunday circulars, Carol Martin notes. 

The November 5 flyer had a half-page 

offer for budget label Cosmi 

Software good through December 31, 

with a buy one, get one free, up to buy 

three, get five free, all at $9.99. 

Included were 3D Frog Frenzy, 3V 

Pinball Express, 300 Arcade Games 

  

  

The monthly Hastings Entertainment 

News magazine goes to several hun- 

dred thousand game, movie and 

music customers, with game offer- 

ings expanded this year, and more 

than 2.5 million Holiday Gift Guides 

were distributed last month. “Every 

piece we put out emphasizes that we 

are a multimedia entertainment com- 

pany, Victor Fuentes notes. 

Buy.com launched its online 

Holiday Store November 1, reports 

Mike Walkey, with a dedicated games 

section offering special values in all 

formats through Christmas week. 

Half.com used a daily giveaway of a 
PS2 console every day in November to 
kick off the holiday season, with Chris 

Fralic noting that every visit earned a 

chance for the random drawing, with 

every dollar spent getting a bonus 

chance. Anyone spending $15 or more 
in purchases from November 14-30 

got a free 20-song CD, Half.com 

Presents the Holiday Album. GW 
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PR INSIDER 
Hints for Industry Public Relations Professionals 

Sponsored by: 

  

By Erica Kohnke 

  

The Best Tools for Gaming PR 
Revealing the Resources that Will Bring Your Game to the Top 

et’s face it, we’re outsiders. Yes, the 

public relations professionals working 
on videogames are the law-breaking 

“C. Thomas Howell” counterparts to most 
PR people in society. We have to be. We’re 

working on products that are tough to 

explain to the stodgy flacks who populate 
most of the public relations world, and 
we ve often got different resource needs. 

For this reason, we need to pick and 
choose carefully from the books and 
resources available to all PR professionals- 

we don’t want to waste time plucking 

through something meant for the starchy 
“straights.” The following list is an annotat- 
ed bibliography of the best newsletters, 
annual reports, books and other resources 

currently available for people just like us. 

I’ve also noted some publications that look 
relevant, but may waste your valuable time. 

NEWSLETTERS AND MAGAZINES 

e Bulldog Reporter—tThis publication is 

wonderful. It’s published semi-monthly by 

the Infocom Group, and features useful 
editorial contact information as well as 

amusing pronunciation guides for editors 
with difficult last names. It also includes 
the Bulldog Extra! Newsletter, which fre- 

quently contains specific beat information 

useful in games PR. If you’re going to use 
one resource, this should be it. 

e PR Agency Insider—lf you're working at 
a PR agency of any size, or have considered 

breaking off and starting one, 7he Bulldog 

Reporter’s “PR Agency Insider” newsletter, 

is your very best friend. 

e Ragan’s PR Intelligence Report—tThis 
newsletter is published twice monthly and 
includes both tactical and case study infor- 

mation, with a bent toward assisting agen- 

cies. More information about the report is 

available at www.ragan.com/pri. 
e PR Week—Although PR Week sounds 
promising, it doesn’t offer much by way of 
resources for the gamer PR professional. 

There are some terrific sounding job 

opportunities listed in the back, and occa- 

sionally cover our industry with articles on 
Microsoft’s big Xbox PR spend and inter- 
esting tales of scandal, but this new maga- 
zine doesn’t offer much by the way of tactic 
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suggestions and truly useful 
information. Their website 

(www.prweek.com) offers little 

more than the magazine. 

e PartyLine—This handy yellow 
newsletter is published weekly 
by Morton and Betty Yarmon. Not 
as streamlined or relevant to gaming PR as 

bulldog Reporter, PartyLine does its job 

well—connecting publicists with editors 

who need immediate leads. If you have any 
questions about the newsletter, the 
Yarmons are very accessible. The newslet- 

ter is also available via e-mail. 

e PR Strategist—Published quarterly by 

the PRSA, this magazine is a little thin, but 

has its high points, including point-counter- 
point interviews and perspectives about 
the effects of dot-com PR on our profes- 
sion. It’s specifically geared toward man- 

agement Issues, not tactics. 

© PR Tactics—this is PRSA’s other publi- 

cation, published monthly. This is a deli- 

cious, newsprint-based publication avail- 
able to members. See membership info 

under “Additional Resources.” PR Tactics 

covers recent case studies and plenty of 

tactical information. A recent issue includ- 

ed articles condemning the quality of 
recent B-Roll presentations and how to 
handle a Webcast. Of all the publications 
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for PR professionals, this is the most rele- 

vant for gaming PR. 

WEBSITES 

e Odwyer’s PR Daily www.odwyerpr.com is 
an excellent resource. The sidebars in par- 
ticular are helpful—with book reviews and 

Stories about the most recent media moves 

and scandals. 

e The Public Relations Society of American 
collects good links on _ their site, 
www.prsa.org, and some additional advice 
about selecting and working with PR firms. 
e Editorial Media & Marketing 

International also hosts an informative site, 

www.prcentral.com, with samples of its 

“Inside PR” newsletter available. 

ANNUAL RELEASES 

e Bacon’s—Bacon’s media directories 

(print and electronic) have long been pub- 

licists’ bibles. They offer newspaper, maga- 
zine, radio, TV, and cable directories that 

include very detailed editorial information 
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as well as a media calendar directory. 
e Press Access—Like Bacon’s, Press Access 

offers media contact info via database, and 

is updatable via the Web. They also distrib- 

ute two very helpful newsletters, including 
“The Scoop,” a synopsis of editorial 
changes and the media’s current hot but- 
tons. In addition, Press Access distributes 

an e-mail newsletter called “Press Access 

Hot News” with the very latest editor hires 

and fires. 

e Media Map also offers software that 
allows you to manage your contacts as well 
as a host of other services. This kind of 

access can prove helpful when you’re look- 

ing for media outside of the traditional 

gaming channels. 

GREAT BOOKS 

e Potentially hard to find, but worth it is 

How to Publicize High Tech Products & 

Services by Daniel Janal. The content is a lit- 

(continued on page 12) 
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lay with Mia or compete against her on one 
  

of 31 international teams. 

-#') Enjoy 3 Modes of Play: Single Match, Arcade 
(Quick Start) and Tournament (8, 16 or 32 

team tournaments) modes 

Play in 2 different views 

Select from three difficulty levels 

Adjust your match times between 2, 5, 

and 10 minutes 

  

-e') Choose your strategy (change player 
formations) 

-®') Load/continue tournaments that 

are in progress 

  

     

    
It’s like having Mia in 

e palm of your hand. 

    

     

EVERYONE      
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or call 1-800-771-3772 
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Continued From Page 10 

The Best Tools for Gaming PR 
tle dated, and not games-specific, but it’s currently the 

only resource that focuses on our brand of PR. 

e Associated Press’ Stylebook and Libel Manual— 
Regularly updated, it allows you to keep the same stan- 
dards used by the journalists you’re working with. 
e As a companion to the Stylebook, consider the 

Handbook for Public Relations Writing. Ever wonder 

whether your company’s press release template is accu- 

rate, or how exactly a game’s “Fact Sheet” should read? 
Thomas Bivin’s handbook is made for you. In addition, their 
presskit advice is useful. Many of us “Outsiders” use FTP 
sites, presskits on CD, and press releases formatted for e- 

mail, so this book is now outdated. 

© Toxic Sludge is Good for You! Lies, Damn Lies, and the 
Public Relations Industry—OK, | threw this one in here 
just for fun, it’s a brilliant survey of the most evil public 
relations campaigns. You may get some devious ideas of 
your Own. 

e The Marketer's Guide to Public Relations is a survey of 

marketing and PR co-promotions, such as the Oscar Mayer 

“Wienermobile” promotion. It contains some excellent 
tactical information and interesting case studies, but few 
examples which are relevant to “Outsider” Matt Dillon- 
esque games PR. 

e Cases in Public Relations Management by Raymond 

Simon and Frank Winston Wylie may be a textbook meant 
for communications classics, but the case studies are fas- 

cinating. How do big companies handle layoffs or sexual 
harrassment allegations? They go over tactics used by top 
PR professionals in these situations. It’s crusty, but capti- 

vating—an interesting survey of problems we hope we 

don’t experience. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

e If you're handling PR part-time or for a small company, 
make friends with a local PR agency. Some agencies will 

open their doors to you, offer free suggestions, and access 

to some of their resources, in the hope that you will refer 

their agency or eventually sign on as a client. 
e Presentation specialists. Companies such as Decker 
Communications can polish up your most difficult 
spokesperson. In addition, they have more great 

resources for your library. For example, Decker publishes 

a book called You ve Got To Be Believed To Be Heard about 
their communication methodology. 
e If you're doing PR full-time, consider joining The Public 

  

  

  

Relations Society of America. (www.prsa.org). Besides 

seminar invitations and job-hunting resources, the PRSA 

can very much come in handy. They are easily accessible by 
phone to answer crisis questions, insurance queries, and 
refer you to additional resources. They've got local chap- 
ters as well as a specific “Technology” Professional 

Interest Segment. If you’re at an agency or part of a large 

department, it only makes sense for one person to 

become a member. Dues are currently $225/year. 
So good luck working with the resources that will take 

your products to the next level. Remember to keep your 
subscriptions current, be proud of “Outsider” PR, and 

consult the experts with a smile...every time. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

e Bulldog Reporter ($449) and PR Agency Insider ($399) 
are published monthly by Infocom Group, 5900 Hollis 
Street., Ste. R2, Emeryville, CA 94608; 800.959.1059. 
www.infocomgroup.com 

e PartyLine is published by Morton and Betty Yarmon in 

New York City. Their phone number is 212.755.3487, e-mail 
is byarmon@ix.netcom.com, www.partylinepublishing.com. 
e Stauber, John and Sheldon Rampton. oxic Sludge is 
Good for You. The Common Courage Press. Monroe, 
Maine, 1995. 

e Styleboor and Libel Manual. The Associated Press. 1999. 

e Decker, Burt. You've Got to Be Believed to Be Heard. St. 

Martin’s Press. New York, 1992. 

e Harris, Thomas. 7he Marketer’s Guide to Public 

Relations. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New York, 1991. 

e Janal, Daniel. How to Publicize High Tech Products & 

Services. 10K Press. Fort Lee, NJ, 1991. 

e Simon, Raymond and Frank Winston Wylie. Cases in 
Public Relations Management. NTC Business Books. 
Lincolnwood, Illinois, 1995. 

e Bacon’s Directories are published by Bacon’s 
Information, a K-III Communications Company based in 

Chicago. Their ordering staff is available at 800.753.6675. 

e Press Access is located in Boston, and their number is 

617.542.6670. www.pressaccess.com. 
e Media Map is located in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and 

their number is 617. 374.9300. www.mediamap.com. GW 

Erica Kohnke is the vice president of San Francisco-based Linn 

Public Relations, an agency specializing in interactive entertainment. 
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 Take-Two Acquires Duke Nukem— 

Take-Two Interactive has gained the pub- 
lishing rights of the Duke Nukem franchise 
from Infogrames, Inc. In addition, Take-Two 

has given one of its subsidiaries, Gathering 

of Devleopers, the publishing rights to the 

upcoming PC title Duke Nukem Forever. 
That game will be released in the second 
half of 2001. Another of its subsidiaries, 

Rockstar Games, is planning a Duke 

Nukem game for the PlayStation 2. 

Microsoft Gets Digital Anvil—WMicrosoft 

announced today that it has “reached a 

preliminary agreement” to acquire develop- 

er Digital Anvil. According to the terms of 

the agreement, Microsoft would obtain the 

rights to Digital Anvil projects like the highly 

anticipated Freelancer. Digital Anvil also has 

another title in development, which is slat- 

ed for the Xbox. Ed Fries, vice president of 

games publishing for Microsoft, said, “The 

acquisition of Digital Anvil will strengthen — 

our commitment to producing top-quality 
PC and Xbox titles...Freelancer is a true 

expression of Digital Anvil’s innovative spir- 

it. By combining our internal resources with 

the Digital Anvil team’s development talent, 

we will ensure the realization of their cre- 

ative visions.” Freelancer is currently 

scheduled for release in the second half of 

2001 for the PC. 

GameFan Staff Reportedly Axed— 
According to sources close to GameFan 
magazine and its sister website, the entire 
staff was laid off December 1. Though 

GameWEEK’s calls requesting comment 

from the public-relations firm for 

Express.com—GameFan's parent com- 

pany—weren’t returned by the time this 

article was posted, content on the 
GameFan.com site hasn’t been updated 

since Thursday. Reportedly, Express.com 

is pursuing a buyer for the GameFan prop- 

erties, which could result in a change to 

the unemployment status of its staff. 

GameWEEK will pass along more info on 
this story as it becomes available. 
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‘They are among the best educational sottware to be seen in years.” 

Larry Blasko, AP “Do you have kids in need of a little extra practice with those stubborn 
school subjects? We recommend the Electronic Workbook Series.” 

—Woarren Buckleitner, Children’s Software Revue 

  Visit us at www.schoolzone.com or call 1-800-253-0564.
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The Retailers Guide to Game Related Publishing 

| by Bryan Intihar y Bryan Intithar 

Official Fighter’s Guide: 

Capcom vs. SNK: Millennium 
Fight 2000 

Publisher: BradyGAMES 

Platform(s) 

Covered: Sega Dreamcast 

Availability: Now 

Author(s): Brady Staff 

Price: $12.99 

ISBN: 0-74400-040-8 

Website: 

www.bradygames.com 

TAKE YOUR GAME FURTHER] PST 

  

Ryu and the boys from Capcom take on the crew over at 

SNK in the fighting game arcade junkies have been wait- 

ing for in Capcom vs. SNK: Millennium Fight 2000 on the 
Dreamcast. The staff at BradyGAMES provides a com- 

prehensive list of each character’s moves, combos and 

profile. Consumers are also treated to information on 

the game’s two treacherous bosses. This guide is a 

must-buy for the hardcore fighting fan. 

Official Perfect Guide: Legend 

of Zelda: Majora’s Mask 

Publisher: Versus Books 

Platform(s) 

Covered: Nintendo 64 

Availability: Now 

Author(s): Casey Loe 

Price: $12.99 

ISBN: 0-9703473-6-7 

Website: 

www.versusbooks.com   
Atop many kids’ wish lists this holiday is Nintendo’s 

Legend of Zelda: Majora’s Mask. Author Casey Loe 

makes sure that gamers of all ages will have an easier 

time completing Link’s most recent adventure. In addi- 

tion to a complete game walkthrough, Loe reveals the 

locations of every mask, heart container, fairy and gold 
skulltula. There are also color maps of each area of 

gameplay. Packed in the guide is a full-color poster. 

  

Pokemon Master: The 

Ultimate Quiz! 

Publisher: Sybex 

Platform(s) 

Covered: 

General Pokemon Knowledge 

Availability: December 2000 

Author(s): Cynthia Boris 

Price: $9.99 

ISBN: 0-7821-2904-8 

Website: 

www.sybexgames.com   
Children are able to test their Pokémon knowledge with 

this quiz book brought to the market by Sybex and 

author Cynthia Borris. The 1,000-point quiz contains a 

slew of trivia questions from the TV series to the two 
movies and even the Game Boy Games Pokémon Blue, 

Red, Yellow, Gold and Silver. With its relatively low price- 

point, Pokémon Master: The Ultimate Quiz is a nice 

stocking stuffer for your little Poké-maniac. 

Pokemon: Choose Your Own 
Pathway to Adventure 

Publisher: Sybex 

Platform(s) 

Covered: General 

Pokemon Knowledge 

Availability: 

December 2000 

Author(s): Alex Gray 

Price: $9.99 

ISBN: 0-7821-2903-X 

Website: 

www.sybexgames.com   
Are you upset that Ash chose the Snorlax instead of his 

favorite Pikachu? Well, Sybex and Alex Gray put the deci- 

sion in the reader’s hands with the book Pokémon: 

Choose Your Own Pathway to Adventure. Throughout the 

128 pages, it is up to the reader to determine Ash’s and 

his friend’s fate. In addition, the book contains more 

than one ending so that consumers can go back and 
see how other decisions affect the story. 

                

  

| GameWEEK Print Report is an overview of game books that are written for the consumer. Print Report is meant to provide current information regarding the book and its potential at the time of its release. It also rep- 

| resents the status of the book's genre and current marketability. While Pint Report might be critical, it is by no means final judgment on a book and should not be solely used by retailers to base buying decisions on, 

| as the final outcome of a book already previewed here could be completely different at its time of release, if previously unavailable.                                     
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ISBN: 0-7821-2867-X * $19.99 ISBN: 0-7821-2674-X + $19.99 ISBN: 0-7821-2912-2 * $14.99 ybex Official Strategies & Secrets 
Available now! * PC Available now! * PC December 2000 * PC ISBN: 0-7821-2888-2 * $19.99 

Full-Color Poster! Exclusive! Exclusive! February 2001 * PC 
Be BW res | Exclusive! y 4 

Contact your sales representative or call Customer Service at 1-800-227-2346. Ls 

www.sybexgames.com
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Official Strategy 

Guide: Sacrifice 

Publisher: BradyGAMES 

Platform(s) 
Covered: PC 

Availability: Now 

Author(s): Craig Wessel 

Price: $19.99 

ISBN: 0-74400-020-3 

Website: 

www.bradygames.com 
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Shiny continues to develop new and innovative products 

for the PC with its latest release Sacrifice. Most PC play- 

ers will find it handy to pick up the guide by Craig Wessel 

so that they can have an easier time appeasing the 

game’s gods. Wessel provides tips and walkthroughs for 

both the single and multiplayer experience, and discuss- 

es each of the game’s 55 characters based on their abil- 
ities. There is also a list of all the weapons and spells. 

    

  

  

  

  

  

            

Official Strategy Guide: 
Orphen: Scion of Sorcery 

Publisher: BradyGAMES 

Platform(s) 

Covered: PlayStation 2 

Availability: Now 

Author(s): Tim Bogenn 

Price: $14.99 

ISBN: 0-74400-035-1 

Website: 

www.bradygames.com 

TAKE YOUR GAME FURTHER Il BRABYGAMES 

SOLON OF BORGER YT.   

  

    

    
  

  Activision helps build the early PS2 library with the 

anime action/adventure title Orphen: Scion of Sorcery. 

The author Tim Bogenn and the staff at BradyGAMES 
provide consumers complete walkthroughs for every 
character as well as discussions on the game’s three dif- 

ferent storylines. The guide gives its readers some 

insight to Orphen’s ever-changing story that can become 

confusing at some points. It also lists information on 

Orphen’s playable characters and its final boss. 

          

PRINT REPORT 
by Bryan Intihar y Bryan Intthar 
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Perfect Guide: Shenmue 

Publisher: Versus Books ne 

Platform(s) oe 
Covered: Sega Dreamcast + 

Availability: Now : he Op he 

Author(s): cS 

Versus Books Staff 4 vil 

Price: $14.99 Fw 

ISBN: 0-9703473-5-9 Lf 

Website: 

www.versusbooks.com 
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lf there were ever a game that needed a strategy guide, 

it would be Yu Suzuki’s masterpiece Shenmue for the 

Dreamcast. Luckily, the folks at Versus Books have put 

together a comprehensive guide that covers all aspects 

of this title. The guide features maps, walkthroughs and 

item and move lists. More impressive are the profiles 

for all 350 of the game’s characters. Versus also gives 

consumers a full-color pull out Shenmue poster. 

Official Perfect Guide: 

Skies of Arcadia 

Publisher: Versus Books 

Platform(s) 

Covered: Sega Dreamcast 

Availability: Now 

Author(s): 

Versus Books Staff 

Price: $14.99 

ISBN: N/A 

Website: 

www.versusbooks.com   
Versus Books continues its commitment toward publish- 

ing strategy guides for the Sega Dreamcast with one for 
the role-playing title Skies of Arcadia (a nice addition to 
the weak Dreamcast RPG library). The staff provides 
information on the ships as well as each character. 

There are full-color maps of all of Skies of Arcadia’s envi- 

ronments and hints on how to acquire “GUT points.” 

Lastly, each of the game’s secrets is revealed through- 

out the pages of the guide. 

  

GameWEEK Print Report is an overview of game books that are written for the consumer. Print Report is meant to provide current information regarding the book and its potential at the time of its release. It also rep- 

resents the status of the book's genre and current marketability. While Print Report might be critical, it is by no means final judgment on a book and should not be solely used by retailers to base buying decisions on, 

as the final outcome of a book already previewed here could be completely different at its time of release, if previously unavailable. 
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ACCESSORY MARKET 

  

The Retailers Guide to Game-Related Peripherals 

Mobile Monitor 
Manufacturer: InterAct ¢ Contact: 410.238.2424 ¢ www.interact-acc.com 

System(s): PlayStation One « MSRP: $149.99 
=a vailability: December 

    

     

   
   

‘claims its newly redesigned PlayStation One is ideal for on-the-go 

1ing, however we all know this is not the case until someone releas- 

an attachable LCD screen for the console. InterAct’s new Mobile 
or fits that bill nicely. The backlit, high-resolution LCD display, 

omplete with brightness, contrast, tint, and volume controls, 

allows consumers to play games outside the living room. 

7 : ee Furthermore, the Mobile Monitor includes two stereo speak- 
7 ers aS well as a headphone jack. The Mobile Monitor is 

packaged with an AC adaptor for the monitor and a two- 

pronged car adapter that powers the PS One and the 

Mobile Monitor. AS an added plus, the Monitor also 

includes a second A/V-In port that allows gamers to view a 

VCR/DVD player or even other game systems on the Mobile 

Monitor’s screen. 

  

  

  
  

  

          
  

  
  

        
  

  

      
  
    

  

      

DVD Wireless Remote 

Manufacturer: Joytech 

Contact: 888.522.5467 
www.joytechusa.com 

System(s): PlayStation 2 
MSRP: N/A 
Availability: Now 

The introduction of the PlayStation 2 and its DVD 

movie-playing capability has allowed third-party peripheral manufacturers to introduce a 

product that would otherwise be off limits to them: DVD remote controls. It seems like just 
about everyone is offering a PS2 remote in every imaginable shape, size and color. Joytech 
is the newest company to try its hand in the remote market, but its wireless remote looks 

to leapfrog the competition by offering something different. Unlike some of its competitor’s 

bulky and awkwardly shaped offerings, Joytech’s remote is much smaller in design, plus it 

offers a simple button layout that’s intuitive and easy to use. 

Xploder CD9000 
Manufacturer: Fire International 

Contact: 847.593.5740 ¢ www.blaze-gear.com 
System(s): PlayStation, PlayStation 2 
MSRP: N/A ¢ Availability: Now 

       H
I
I
 

Blaze is bringing one of Europe’s best-selling cheat devices 

to the states. The Xploder CD9000 cheat CD has over 

2,000 pre-loaded cheats ready for use and works with all 

existing PlayStation game consoles. Gamers who prefer to 

cheat their way to victory can use many of the helpful 

shortcuts found on this disc including infinite health, 

unlimited ammo, secret characters, extra weapons and 

invincibility. An Xploder codes hotline (900.737.7000) 

and dedicated Xploder website (www.xploder.net) are 

available for consumers to access new cheats as they 

are made available. 

    ITT ES a Sa EE = ae wrane   

  

  

by Ben Rinaldi 

PowerStation 600 

Manufacturer: Monster Cable 

Contact: 415.840.2000 © www.monstercable.com 

System(s): Multiple ¢ MSRP: $24.95 
Availability: Now 

The PowerStation 600 makes power hookup safe and 

easy with its six color-coded outlets and multiple 

SurgeGaurd circuitry, which is designed to limit peak volt- 

age and prevent AC power surges from damaging equip- 

ment. Other special features include 24K gold contact for 
maximum power transfer, two wide spaced adapter outlets 

for bulky accessories, built-in safety tabs to protect children 

from unused outlets and modem and Ethernet protection for 

online gaming. Highly recommended for consumers interested in 

organizing power cords and protecting their gaming investment. 

DC Broadband Adapter 

Manufacturer: Sega of America 

Contact: 415.701.6000 © www.sega.com 
System(s): Dreamcast ¢ MSRP: $59.99 
Availability: January 2001 

The Dreamcast Broadband Adapter, which allows 

users to hook the Dreamcast up to a LAN, DSL, or 

cable modem connection, is making its way to U.S. 

retail stores soon and online game players couldn’t be happier. So what’s all the fuss about? 

In a nutshell, far less lag and superior game play await users of this little peripheral. It will play- 
depending on the server and your line speed-almost as well as your games do when playing in 
single-player mode. At the moment, only Quake Ill: Arena supports the broadband adapter, but 
future titles such as Half-Life and Unreal Tournament will allow its use as well. It should be 

noted that while we tested an import adapter, the American version will be identical to its 

Japanese counterpart. 

  

GameLink 300 
lanufacturer: Monster Cable 

= 415.840.2000 © www.monstercable.com 

(s): PlayStation 2 ¢ MSRP: $39.95 
Availability: Now 

    

onster Cable’s entry into the home console business is great 

ews for gamers and retailers alike. Monster’s reputation for pro- 

ducing high-quality audio and video cables is unmatched any- 

where in the world and that same commitment to excellence 

should carry over to its new line of premium gaming acces- 
sories for PS2. First up is the GameLink 300, a high-perfor- 

mance S-Video AV hookup of PS2 to TV or receiver. This 10- 

foot long cable features 24K Gold contact and 8-cut Turbine 

RCA connectors to deliver reference quality sound and the 

clearest, sharpest picture possible for games and DVD 

movie titles.   
GameWEEK Accessory Market is an overview of game peripherals for the home videogame and PC market. Accessory Market is meant to provide current information regarding the product and its potential at 
the time of its release. It also represents the status of the product’s current marketability. Accessory Market is by no means final judgment on a product and should not be solely used by retailers to base buy- 
ing decisions on. 
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Manuf./Publisher Pre-Book Date Release Date Game Manuf./Publisher Pre-Book Date Release Date 

40 Winks Infogrames 7/00 10/00 | Nightmare Cr.2 Activision TBA TBA 

Aidyn Chronicles THQ —_—‘12/00 3/01 | Paper Mario Story Nintendo 11/00 2/01 

Air Boardin’ USA ASCIL ~=—Ss«‘11/00 2/01 | Pokemon GS Stad. Nintendo _—_12/00 3/01 

Batman Beyond __Ubi Soft 9/00 12/00 | Polaris Snoc. 2001 Vatical 9/00 12/00 

Beast Wars 64 Bam 9/00 12/00 | Resident Evil Zero Capcom TBA Q4 

Caesar's Palace 64 Crave 9/00 12/00 | Seadoo Hydro. 2001 Vatical 10/00 1/01 

Carnivale Vatical 10/00 1/01 | Star Wars: 

Conker’s B.F.D. Nintendo 12/00 3/01 | BattleforNaboo LucasArts _—_9/00 12/00 

Dinosaur Planet Rare 10/00 —-1/01_-«-| Super Bowling Tommo 9/00 12/00 

Donald Duck Ubi Soft 9/00 {2/00 | VR Powerboat Vatical 10/00 1/01 

Eternal Darkness — Nintendo 11/00 2/01 | WCW.Back.Assit Electronic Arts 9/00 12/00 

Mario Artist Nintendo TBA Q4 | Wildwaters Ubi Soft TBA Q3 

Mega Man 64 Capcom 11/00 1/01 | WorldLg. Soccer _Southpeak = IBA TBA 
      Mini Racers _ Nintendo TBA TBA 

  

              

X-Men: Mutant Ac. Activsion   
      

  

        

Manuf./Publisher Pre-Book Date 

  

Release Date Game Manuf./Publisher 

ee 

Pre-Book Date Release Date 

    

    

    

  

    

    
      

    
    

  

  

  

    

  

  

    

    

  

        

    
        
  

  

  
  

      

    

  

  

  

  
      

  
  

    
      

    

  
  

    

102 Dalmatians _Eidos 8/00 11/00 | Lion King: Simba Activision 9/00 12/00 

Aladdin. — SCEA 11/00 2/01 | Martian Gothic Take 2 10/00 1/01 

Alone Dark4 Infogrames‘ 12/00 3/01 | MH. Pro BMX Activision 12/00 3/01 

Army Men: Arc. Blast 3D0 10/00 1/01 | MTV: LavinBMX — THQ 10/00 1/01 

Backyard Football Infogrames _10/00 1/01 | Nascar Racers Hasbro Int. 11/00 2/01 

Batman Racing Ubi Soft 11/00 2/01 | Nicktoons Racing Hasbro Int. 11/00 2/01 

Big Ol Bass 2 Konami 9/00 12/00 | Persona 2 Atlus 9/00 12/00 

Blaster Master B.A. Sunsoft 10/00 2/01 | Razor Free Scooter Crave 9/00 12/00 

Blues Clues Mattel 10/00 1/01 | Rayman 2B, School Ubi Soft 11/00 2/01 

Bugs and Taz Infogrames _9/00 12/00 | Rescue Heroes Mattel 10/00 2/01 

Burs Wakeboarding Crave _ 10/00 2/01 | RoadElDorado _ Ubi Soft 9/00 12/00 

Carmageddon 2 _Interplay TBA TBA | Rogue Spear Redstorm 9/00 12/00 

Champ. Mot. 2001 THQ 9/00 12/00 | Scooby Doo THQ 10/00 1/01 

Digimon World 2 Bandai 10/00 —-1/01_:| SeaDoo Hydrocross Vatical 10/00 1/01 

Extreme Hybrid Rac. Mattel 9/00 12/00 | Sesame St. Sports New KidCo. 8/00 11/00 

F1 Grand Prix 2000 Eidos 9/00 12/00 | Time Crisis: P.T. Namco 10/00 1/01 

Game Doctor MD __Dig. Innovations 9/00 12/00 | Vanishing Point Acclaim 9/00 12/00 

In Cold Blood Midway 9/00 12/00 | VIP Ubi Soft 12/00 3/01 

Inspector Gadget __Ubi Soft 11/00 2/01 | X-Men: 

Kasparov Chess —_ Interplay 9/00 12/00 | Mutant Wars Activision TBA TBA   
  

      

  

Manuf./Publisher 

  

  

Pre-Book Date Release Date 

  

    

    

Game Manuf./Publisher 

  

Pre-Book Date Release Date 

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

    
  

  
  

  
  

    
  

  

Alien vs. Predator Fox Interact. TBA Q4 | Heretic Il Logicware ‘TBA Q4 

Anachronox lon Storm TBA Q4 | Interstate ‘76 Logicware TBA 04 

Black and White Lionhead _—_—s«TBA Q4 | Oni Bungie 10/00 1/01 

Cartoon Combat — Creative Edge TBA Q4 | Panty Raider Sim & Shust. TBA Q4 

Combat Misson: BO Big Time Soft. TBA Q4 | Peregrine Enigma Soft. TBA Q4 

C.o.L: InterLock _Deninet Soft. TBA Q4 | PoolofRadiance Mindscape TBA Q4 

Deimos Rising Ambrosia TBA Q4 | Riddle of the Sphinx DreamCatcher 9/00 12/00 

Dragon's Lair 3D Blue Byte —_—TBA Q4 | Rogue Spear Macsoft 9/00 12/00 

Driver GT Interactive 9/00 12/00 | Screamin’ Demons Parsoft TBA ()4 

Eternal War Past Tree, Inc. TBA Q4 | Shadowbane Wolfpack —_TBA Q4 

Experience The Whole Exp. TBA Q4 | Silver Infogrames TBA Q4 

F/A-18 Hornet: Gold Graphic Sim. TBA Q4 | Star Trek: DS9 Fallen Sim & Schust. 9/00. 12/00 

Grimoire Elysium Digital TBA Q4 | Warcraft Il Blizzard Ent. TBA Q4 
    

        

  

Bungie Soft. TBA 
  

  
        

Halo Q4 | Worms Arm. MacSoft 9/00 12/00 

E of Darkness Infogrames TBA Q4 | X Plane MacSoft 8/00 11/00 
  

  

  
  

Game Manuf./Publisher Pre-Book Date Release Date Game Manuf./Publisher Pre-Book Date Release Date 

Age of Sail II Talon Soft 10/00 1/01 | Myst3Exile Broderbund ~——- 12/00 3/01 

Airline Tycoon | Interplay 10/00 1/01 | NASCAR Racing 4 Sierra 11/00 2/01 

Alone in the Dark 4 Infogrames 2/01 9/01 
  

  

  

  

Neverwinter Nights Interplay 6/01 9/01 

  
  

    

      

  

    

  
  

  

  

  

  
  

  

    
  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  
  

    

  

  
  

    

    
  

    
  

    

  

      
    

  

  
  

  

  

    

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

  
  

  

  
  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

      

  

    

        

America Data Becker 10/00 1/01 | NBA Live 2001 EA 10/00 1/01 

Anachronox Eidos 1/01 3/01 | Oni Bungie 10/00 1/01 

Arcanum olerra 11/00 2/01 | Peacemakers Red Storm _11/00 2/01 

Arcatera Ubi Soft 8/00 1/01 | Pod Racing 2 Ubi Soft 9/00 12/00 

B-17 Flying Fortress Hasbro 10/00 1/01 | PoR: Ruins of Myth Mindscape —_1/01 4/01 

Batman Racing _Ubi Soft 12/00 3/01 | Project Eden Eidos 1200 3/01 

Black & White Electronic Arts 11/00 2/01 | Quake lll 

Carmageddon 3___GI Soft. 9/00 12/00 | Mission Pack Activision 9/00 12/00 

Chicken Run Eidos 9/00 12/00 | Red Faction THQ TBA Q3/01 

Commanche4 _ NovaLogic _10/00 1/01 | Relic Hunter Octagon —_—sTBA Q4 

Commandos 2 Eidos 12/00 3/01 | Rogue Spear Plat. Redstorm _—_12/00 3/01 

Conquest: F.W. MS 11/00 2/01 | Row. Batt.Britain Empire Int. —_ 10/000 1/01 

Dragon's Lair 3D —_ Blue Byte TBA Q4 | SecondGenesis  EpicGames IBA Q3 

Duke Nukem Forever GT Interactive 10/00 1/01 | Shadow Company 2 Ubi Soft TBA Q3 

Dungeon Seige Microsoft —6/0 9/01 | Sierra SportsG.R. Sierra 10/00 1/01 

Empire Earth Sierra 2/01 5/01 | Silent Hunter 2 Mindscape 12/00 3/01 

Evil Dead — THQ 9/00 12/00 | Simsville Electronic Arts 2/01 0/01 

Fate of the Dragon Eidos 12/01 2/01 | SimTheme Park 2 Maxis 10/00 1/01 

F1 Champ. 2000 EA 9/00 12/00 | Skip Barber Racing Bethesda 11/00 2/01 

Fi Grand Prix 2000 Eidos 9/00 12/00 | Sovereign Verant 3/01 9/01 

F-18 Expansion _ Titus 10/00 1/01 | Star Fleet 

Freedom: First Res. Redstorm 9/00 12/00 | Commander 2 Interplay 9/00 12/00 

Freelancer Microsoft 6/01 9/01 | Stars! Empire Int. 12/00 3/01 

Gangsters 2 Eidos 12/00 3/01 | Startopia Eidos 11/00 2/01 

Gorka Morka Ripcord 2/01 5/01 | Star Trek 

Halo Bungie 3/01 6/01 | Dominion Wars sim. & Schust. 1/01 4/01 

Harpoon 4 Mindscape 1/01 4/01 | StarWars Online LucasArts TBA TBA/O1 

H&D 2 Talon Soft 2/01 5/01 | Stunt GP Infogrames _ 10/00 1/01 

Hired Teams: Trial Thought Guild TBA Q4 | Stupid|nvaders Ubi Soft 10/00 1/01 

Hostile Waters Interplay 12/00 3/01 | Summoner THQ 1/00 3/01 

I'm Going In Eidos 9/00 12/00 | TeamFortress2 Sierra 1/01 4/01 

Insane Codemasters 11/00 2/01 | The Settlers IV Blue Byte TBA Q4 

Jumbo Jack olerra TBA Q4 | The Ward ODI 10/00 1/01 

Kingdom Under Fire Gathering _ 10/00 1/01 | Throne of Darkness Sierra 11/00 2/01 

Leg. of Blademast. _Ripcord 10/00 1/01 | Trbes 2 Sierra 9/00 12/00 

Leg. of M&M 3D0 1/01 4/01 | Undying Electronic Arts 11/00 2/01 

Links Courses 2001 Microsoft 12/00 3/01 | US Open 2000 Dreamcatcher 10/00 1/01 

Loose Cannon Microsoft 3/01 6/01 | WWF With Authority THQ TBA TBA 

Mafia Talon Soft 1/01 4/01 | Warcraft Ill Blizzard 3/01 6/01 

Market Mogul Interplay 9/00 12/00 | WarriorsofM&M  3D0 9/00 12/00 

Max Payne Gathering 2/01 5/01 | Werewolf the Apoc. ASC Games 9/00 12/00 

Mech Commander 2 Microsoft 3/014 6/01 | World Is Not Enough Electronic Arts 12/00 3/01 

Monopoly Tycoon —_ Hasbro 10/00 1/01 | X-Com Alliance Microprose 3/01 6/01 

M.O.U.T. 2025 __Ripcord 11/00 2/01 | X Plane GT Soft 9/00 12/00 
  

  

  

Continued on page 23 (after Holiday Retail Games Guide) 
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teins Wisin ti en Marut [Publisher Bie em Game Manuf./Publisher Pre-Book Date Release Date Manuf./Publisher Pre-Book Date Release Date 

18 Wheeler Sega 11/00 9/01 | Mars Matrix Capcom 11/00 9/01 3D Ultra Pinball Havas 9/00 12/00 | Metal Walker Capcom 10/00 1/01 

Armada | Metro 3D 12/00 3101 | Matt Hoff Pro BMX Activision 11/00 9/01 Antz Racing Electronic Arts 10/00 1/01 | Mission Bravo Mattel 10/00 1/01 

BANG Redstorm 9/00 12/00 | Max Steel Mattel 9/00 19/00 Army Men: Arc. Blast 3D0 9/00 12/00 | Monster Rancer Ex. Tecmo 7/00 10/00 

Bangai-0 fom 10/00 1/01 | Metropolis SR. Sega 10/00 1/01 Barbie Pet ae fa 10/00 1/01 | M6 Pinball Arcade sole oource 7/00 10/00 

fear —— 9/00 42100 | M.O.UT 2025 Ripcord +4/00 9/01 a Racing itl 9/00 12/00 | NASCAR Heat ED 9/00 12/00 

Broadband Adapter Sega 10/00 1/01 | NHL 2k2 Sega TBA TBA — oe _ . . , . . . . 
Charge and Blast Infogrames 9/00 12/00 | OQuttrigger oega 11/00 2/01 . i a op — ar * _ - - — 

(ee cktoons Racin ajeSCO 
Coaster Works Infogrames 9/00 12/00 | Peacemakers Ubi Soft 9/00 12/00 | ; 

Dexter's Lab Bam 9/00 12/00 | Playmobil: Hype Ubi Soft 9/00 12/00 
Dark Angel Metro 3D 12/00 3/01 | Phantasy Star _ . 
Daytona USA Online Sega - saagen | Gata - an 104 Doug's Big Game NewKidCo. 9/00 12/00 | Pocket Racers Interplay 10/00 1/01 

eg a J : Dragon's Lair == Capcom 10/00 1/01 | Pokemon Crystal Nintendo TBA TBA 

See ee | eee ee Dragon Tales  NewKidCo. 9/00 12/00 | Pokemon Puzzle Ch. Nintendo 9/00 12/00 
Deer Avenger Berkeley 10/00 1/01 | Polaris Snocross — Vatical 10/00 1/01 Emp. New Groove Ubi Sot , 9/00 4200 | Racin Rat | Matte 9/00 49/00 

Donald Duck Ubi Soft 9/00 __—-12/00 | Project Justice Capcom 11/00 2/01 Corce 21 Ubi Sof 9/00 12/00 | Retum of Ninja eee 40/00 +/01 

oe __ | ee : Frisbee Golf Vatical 10/00 ‘1/01 | RoadChamps Activision 9/00 ‘12/00 
Ducati World = Acclaim 9/00 12/00 | Soldier of Fortune Crave 12/00 3/0 Gauntlet Legends Midway 9/00 12/00 | Robin Hood Flectronic Arts 9/00 12/00 

ESPN Links Golf © Konami 9/00 12/00 | Sonic Adventure 2 Sega 3/01 6/01 Harlev-Davi y-Davidson — Infogrames 9/00 12/00 | Rocketts 

Evil Dead THQ 9/00 12/00 speed Devils 2 Ubi Soft 9/00 12/00 Hercules Titus 11/00 9/01 Sleep Over Mattel 9/00 12/00 

Evil Twin Ub Soft ] 1/00 ; 2/01 Stunt GP 7 Infogrames ] 1/00 2/01 Holye Card Havas 9/00 12/00 Scooby Doo ve THQ 11/00 2/01 

Floigan Brothers Sega_—TBA __1BA | Stupid Invaders Ubi Soft —_—-10/00 1/01 Inspector Gadget Ubi Soft 9/00 12/00 | Seadoo 2001 Vatical 10/00 1/01 
GorkaMorka Ripcord 2/01 9/01 | swat 3D Berkeley 10/00 1/01 J.W. Cue Ball Vatical 10/00 1/01 | Ses Street Sports New KidCo. 10/00 1/01 

Half-Life Sega 10/00 1/01 | System Shock 2 Vatical 10/00 1/01 Kirby's TiltN Tumble Nintendo 9/00 12/00 | TomandJery  NewKidCo, 9/00 12/00 
Heroes 3 M&M Ubi Soft 10/00 1/01 | The Mummy Konami 12/00 —- 3/01 Lego Racers Lego Media 10/00 1/01 | VIP Ubi Soft 12/00 3/01 

IHRA Drag Racing Bethesda 10/00 1/01 | Unreal Tournament Infogrames 12/00 3/01 Lego Stunt Rally  LegoMedia 10/00 1/01 | VR Powerboat Vatical 10/00 1/01 

lron Aces Infogames 9/00 12/00 | Vanishing Point Acclaim 9/00 12/00 Looney Tunes C.A. Infogrames 10/00 1/01 | Warr. of M&M 3D0 | 9/00 12/00 

| Leg. of Blademast. Ripcord 11/00 2/01 | WSB 2K2 Sega TBA TBA Looney Tunes Racing Infogrames 10/00 1/01 | Woody Woodp. Rac. Konami 9/00  —-12/00 

= M&Ms Candy Majesco 9/00 12/00 | WWFNoMercy ‘THQ 10/00 2/01 

- -— + = & = a wo 2 Mario Tennis Nintendo 10/00 1/01 | Xena Titus 10/00 1/01 

Mana Pabisher Pre-Book Date Release Date Game Manuf/Publisher  Pre-Book Date Release Date Mega Man Extreme Ba 10/00 1/01 Yogi etl OBB. all 3 /00 12/00 
coche “oat TBA TBA | Oni Pockstar 40/00 4/01 Merlin Electronic Arts 9/00 12/00 | Zelda Tri-Force Nintendo TBA Q4 

Army Men:A.A.2  3D0 CompanyyTBA TBA | Onimusha Warlords Capcom 10/00 1/01 

Army Men:S.H.2  3D0 Company TBA TBA | Project Eden Eidos TBA TBA 

Carrier Jaleco TBA TBA | RC Revenge Pro Acclaim 8/00 11/00 
Dark Cloud SCEA —__sdTBAA TBA | Red Faction THQ 12/00 3/01 _ | 
Dinosaur Ubi Soft TBA TBA | Run Like Hell Interplay TBA TBA 

Driving Emot. Type-S Square EA «TBA TBA/O1 | Shadows of Destiny Konami TBA TBA . g/ ian: 

ESPN NBA2Night Konami TBA TBA | Silent Hill 2 Konami TBA TBA Postin Contact Information: 

eo a Titus TBA TBA Manufacturers: If you have found that your company’s products are improperly 
inal Fantasy quare - p. |: Frevtend t Ii : d of | k | PR 

Final Fantasy Xl Square TBA TBA | StarFighter LucasArts 10/00 1/01 \ ea TE STE AUSIE , i” / ° eee ae oe “a ~ es " 
Gran Turismo 2000 SCEA TBA TBA | SW: Super Bomb. R. Lucasiris TBA TBA epartment to send all relevant in ormation to CyberActive Media Group, Inc., 

Gunslinger Activision TBA ———sSTBAA:_:-|_:‘ The Bouncer SquareSoft 10/00 1/01 GameWEEK, 64 Danbury Road, Wilton, CT. 06897-4406 USA or fax your week- 

Ico SCEA 10/00 1/01 | The Lost Crave TBA TBA ly updates to 203.761.6184. Questions regarding this section may be direct- 

Jungle Book Ubi Soft TBA TBA | Top Gear Dare Dev. Crave | 9/00 12/00 ed to Bryan Intihar at 203.761.6154, bryan@gameweek.com. Media: 

Knockout Kings 2001 Electronic Arts_ 12/00 3/01 | UFC ___ Crave TBA TBA Permission to reprint GameWEEK Release Schedule in consumer-oriented 
Teed vos , a ‘Fos a = enthusiast publications or mass media not dealing primarily in the 

Gis, onami lpeOut Fusion , ; . 
NBA Live 2001 Electronic Arts 10/00 1/01. | World Not Enough Electronic Arts TBA TBA GIGGING EOLeSIGn? INGUEIY JS Bane POWNed SpOMbnete 
NCAA GameB, 2001 SCEA goo 1200 | ZOE. Konami —-12/00~—S3)/01 credit Is given. 
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  Picking the Games That Will Bring in the Profits 

    m One of the best selling products for =, Great product, but lacking in Good product that will sell average >, Either unsupported in terms of [gall Never should have been consid- 

GameWEEK YA that platform. Strong marketing and «a some areas. Will sell well and __interms of sales, yet not worthy of MM J marketing, severely lacking in fall ered, much less released. A thor- | 
' i word of mouth complement excellent E> bring in the masses, but not to mw a‘B.” Still a solid seller, particular- wi quality or both. This product would a oughly unimpressive product that | 

game play and design. A “must have” product. the extent of an “A” title. ly in niche categories. have benefited from further development. will sell only at a drastically reduced price. | 

  

Mech Warrior a GameWEEK 

  

r Microsoft 2 1 to multi 

EDI T 0 R’ S$ C | i] j C E FASA Interactive SRP $49.95 

2 December Contact Inf 
Simulation www.microsoft.com 

    

              

   

  

*d » Ihe developers of MechWarrior have gone back to their 
roots atid Fae delivered a game filled with intense battles, over 21 different 

mechs and of course, solid multiplayer action. Vengeance has 30 single player 
missions and a very in-depth “MechLab,” where players can customize their 
battle machines to their liking. Also for the first time, players will be able to host American McGee’s Alice 

  

  
oo =| their very own MechWarrior servers. Combined with over-the-top visuals and = LU 
Rouse (, heart-pounding sound, MechWarrior 4: Vengeance is a must for any action fan. | Vengeance was 

Entertainment : Page and spread ads in CGW, PC Gamer, | definitely worth 
peoaimpet Computer Games, Yahoo!, Maximum PC, and DC Comics. Trial disc polybagged  iuindhabalbs 

a) Action with PC Gamer and a few others. Co-op with Creative Labs and iiGames LAN —Tom Ham 
Adventure B cat locations. 

1 
$49.95 a “This is the definitive Mech game out there, bar none.” 

? There are no other Mech games coming out for PC. There 
is Mech Commander 2, but that isn’t coming out till March and besides, it’s a 
real-time strategy title. 

ma | WWW.cCagames.com 

Out of all the popular children’s stories in exis- 

| tence, probably none is as outlandish or whacked out as the 

classic Alice's Adventure in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll. On the 

outside it looks like any normal children’s story, but think about Mars Matrix   | It: life size rabbits, mad hatters, and a deep hole that takes the Capcom ISRP $19.95 
| main character to an alternate reality...someplace called Takumi : q 
Wonderland? Was the author taking some serious drugs when Mid February WH Capeorn.Gom 

he wrote these stories? With such a wild cast of characters and circum- Shooter 408.774.0500 
1-2 

GigaWing. Heh, remember that one? (ahem) Okay, 
then. Capcom is back with its second 2D, sprite-based shooter for the 
Dreamcast and |’m pleased to report... this ain't no GigaWing! Mars Matrix is not 
only a major step above said title, it’s actually one of the best 2D shooters we've | 
seen in a while. It's also one of the most challenging (big understatement, by the | : : 
way) Only the most talented twitch fans need apply here; playing Mars Matrix Look, let's be - 
means getting out the Tylenol—this one’s laced with so many enemy bullets, it’s honest here; the 
staggering to think it could be beaten without continues. Takumi gave the game - market for this 
extra replay value by adding elements such as Shop mode, where oe can | type of game is 

buy options using the points they've earned playing the game. Well done... ! limited but with 

climb, walk against walls and execute special moves. Players will face more than 15 unique, z Print campaign will feature key placement in gam- Mars Matrix, the 
challenging levels including Mad Hatter's Castle, The Fortress of Doors, The Chess Village and, ing pubs; special Mars Matrix-dedicated page on Capcom’s site; the company price is right. 
ultimately, The Queen's Realm. To give the game added dimension, Alice will change her size HA Daweanet| has plans to work with retailers to create in-store POP on demand. Interested parties | 

and shape throughout the game. For example, one level may have you tower over everyone RTRs] MET | should be very 
like a giant while another level has you smaller than an insect. Players will also have to solve MP Fiat yauitem ci | satisfied. 

mind-bending puzzles to gain access to other areas. Of course, American's brilliant level MRRP Reta Ch» ( GigaWing and Gunbird 2, also from Capcom —Jim Loftus 
design shines through. And don’t think Alice doesn’t have her share of cool weapons, either; MRWitatel mates - ) ) ) 
toys become weapons that can be used against various enemies, including Jack's O’ Death, PR: ta ciemtcs tyr 

stances and with the right designer and development team at the helm, 

an Wonderland-based game could translate into something truly unique. 

Well its finally arrived and yes, it is indeed unique. In a word, it’s extra- 

ordinary. American McGee's Alice will no doubt transport players to another 

world...a world filled with monsters, fighting chess pieces, screaming 

demons and an evil Queen of Hearts. The game takes place one year after 

Alice’s last adventure in Wonderland, Through the Looking Glass. 

Wonderland is in a state of disarray and it’s up to Alice to make things right. At its heart 

American McGee's Alice is a 3D platformer played via a third-person perspective, much like 

the Tomb Raider and Rayman series. As Alice, players will be able to jump, run and walk, 

  

  
+   

        

+   + 

“If you're craving another old-school, 2D shooter, this is it!”   

    

  

Demon Dice and Jack in the Box Bombs. Players are treated to decapitations, exploding bod- fi Err ee Bugs Bunny & Taz Time Busters 
les and screams of death. —Tom Ham A = 

Utilizing the powerful Quake ill engine, Alice's world magically comes to life. Every char- ihe: ea = meee 
acter and environment has been meticulously rendered to the utmost detail. What is so com- va . a . ihaebita 
pelling about the game is its use of color, shadow and tone. Some environments may seem harmless, but a shift Ruventure www.infogrames.com   

    
        

  
    
  

    
    

                  

              
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  in lighting can change the whole mood and make it frightening. The character animations are also top-tier quality. 

From Cheshire Cat's cool prance to Alice herself hacking away at enemies, its all good. 

      408.985.1700   
  

                                
  
    

    
    

  
  

          
  

  
  
  

  

  his winter, Infogrames bring together Bugs Bunny 
and Taz on a 3D platformer for the PS One. With 7ime Busters, players have 
the ability to control both characters in order to help Granny rebuild the Time Print and Online advertisinc cam aigns; promotions include a music tour and sci-fi convention tour; PR cam- = 

g cs Regulator that has been broken by one clumsy, highly caffeinated Daffy Duck. 

  
    

  

paign covers both trade and consumer press; website and online community support; pre-sell programs at key The levels are broken up into four time periods with each full of challenging | Bugs & Taz 
retail accounts; circular ad coverage from launch through holiday; display space at ship for key retail accounts: 7 mini-games. Bugs Bunny & Taz Time Busters also features a two-player : | are helped 

online retail promotional programs ' cooperative mode. From the accurate cartoon voice-overs to the quirky sounds Mi aeg hy 
and easy control scheme, this one is just fun to play. price point, 

= ; Quite frankly, there i be times in the game where you l say to | 2 Man ‘ Four weeks of TV spots, print ads in S/ for Kids | but could 
yourself, ‘Man, this game Is totally wacko!’, but it's all in good fun. The graphics, and DC Comics, website ¢ coverage and cross promotions with Warner Bros. | be hurt in the 
gameplay and storyline are solid. Alice rocks.” | long run by 

Z “AN above-average adventure title that can appeal to 
gamers of all ages.” the large Com » With the storyline, scope and vision of Alice, there is really amount of 

no other competing product. You can say Jomb Raider Chronicles, but why >O | # Chicken Run, 102 Dalmatians: Puppies to the Rescue, | competition.     bother? , Spyro: Year oft the een Spyro 2, Muppet Monster Adventure | —Bryan tntihar | 
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PREVIEWS 
Sneak Peeks at Tomorrow’s Potential Hits 

Sponsored: " 

ee 

q 

| GameWEEK Previews are early looks at products that are works in progress. Previews are meant to provide current information regarding the game and its potential at the time of its release. They also represent the status of the game’s 

| genre and current marketability. While previews might be critical, they are by no means final judgment on a game and should not be solely used by retailers to base buying decisions on, as the final outcome of a game previously pre- 

_ viewed here could be completely different at its time of release. 

  

yt? 
gam NBA Live 2001 

cas wea) Publisher Electronic Arts 

Developer EA Canada 

Genre Sports 

Available Q1 2001 

By Bryan Intihar 

If not for the support of Electronic Arts, there is no way that 

the PlayStation 2 launch could have been so successful. 

With stellar titles like Madden NFL 2001, SSX, NHL 2007 

and FIFA 2007 MLS, EA has set the standard for what 

sports games must live up to on this next-generation con- 

sole. Even better news for sports fans is that there is no 

Sign of EA slowing down any time soon as another of its 

franchises is coming soon to the PS2, the NBA Live series. 

An alpha copy of the game recently found its way to the 

offices of GameWEEK, and even with a short amount of 

time playing the game, this one is shaping up to be anoth- 

er AAA title for Electonic Arts’ PS2 library. 

Of course, the biggest difference between the PS One 

and PS2 versions of NBA Live 2007 is the visuals. The play- 

er models have received a serious face-lift, as each so 

  

  

  

accurately portrays their real-life counterpart. With the 

power of the PS2, players’ faces don’t look like cut-out 

photographs pasted onto heads: this time, the faces are 

truly three-dimensional. In order to pull off this feat, EA 

licensed LIPSinc’s Echo technology-lip-synching and facial 

animation technology. With all of the emphasis on creating 

true-to-life player models, gamers will have no problem 

recognizing their favorite NBA superstars. 

Fans of the series will be pleased to know that the 

developers have not changed much of the gameplay and 

control features in NBA Live 2007. Yet, they have gone 

back and fine-tuned small things such as new animations 

and improving the low-post game. Gamers can now pull off 

Sweet moves such aS up and unders, drop steps, baby 

hooks, turn-arounds and fade-aways. Also at their dispos- 

  

  

  
al will be crossovers, stutter steps and fakes. As always, 

there are a slew of new dunks to perform thanks to the 

game's cover boy, Kevin Garnett of the Minnesota 

Timberwolves, who was motion-captured in action. In addi- 

tion, the game moves at a blistering frame-rate so gamers 

can expect fast-paced action with a lot of breakaways and 

beautiful dunks. 

In true EA Sports style, WBA Live 2001 comes packed 

with lots of extra goodies. First, there are the standard 

Exhibition and Season modes, and the developers have 

improved the series’ Franchise mode. For those who want 

to try out their hand at creating a player, that is also here. 

And while all the NBA teams are represented, there are a 

number of extra ones as well like the East, West, 50s, 60s, 

70s, 80s and 90s All-Stars. This means that all-time greats   

  

  

  

such as Wilt Chamberlain, Larry Bird and Dr. J are playable. 

Another option is the One-on-One mode, which was 

introduced to the series last year. In this mode, gamers 

compete against an NBA superstar on the concrete surface 

of a local street park. While other companies have put sim- 

ilar features into its games, NBA Live 2007 has one thing 

that they do not: Michael Jordan. Consumers will be able 

to play as or against Jordan to see how his “game” can 

hold up in the virtual world. 

Even though the version we received was still early in 

the development process—there’s an absence of coaches 

and referees, as well as long load times—tt is on pace to 

bring in Electronic Arts even more revenue. This is one PS2 

title to keep an eye on in the near future and think about 

pushing consumers toward pre-orders. 

  

  

Paper Mario 
Publisher Nintendo 

Developer Intelligent Systems ¢ Genre RPG 

Available February 5, 2001 

By Ben Rinaidi 

During the tail-end of 16-bit 

era, there was a popular little 

Super NES game released 

called Super Mario RPG (SM 

RPG) that went on to be an 

instant cult classic with 

gamers everywhere. In retro- 

spect, SM APG has become 

a landmark game for many 

reasons. Not only was it the first game to feature the popular plumber boy in 

a role-playing adventure, but it was also the first time Nintendo entrusted its 

prized franchise to the hands of a third-party developer. The developer was 

none other than Squaresoft and to the chagrin of many Nintendo loyalists, it 

became the last Square-developed title for a Nintendo console. 

Nintendo has taken its sweet time to deliver a sequel, but that will all 

change when Paper Mario arrives on the scene early next year. This time 

around Square is not involved and Nintendo has abandoned the look and style 

of the SNES predecessor in favor of a hand drawn, storybook feel. Sure, the 

usual cast of characters from the Mario universe are present, but this time the 

graphical look has changed to include 2D characters (ala Sony's PaRappa the 

Rapper) set in fully interactive, three-dimensional environments. 

Gameplay consists of traditional RPG elements intermingled with the clas- 

sic play mechanics that gamers have come to know and love in Nintendo 

games. Mario interacts with other characters, uses objects and enters stores 

to buy items. When Mario runs into an enemy, the battles are turn-based and 

- menu-driven. Mario selects whether to use an item or attack an opponent, 

| then picks from a list of special attacks, ranging from hammer attacks to ever- 

popular butt stomp. 

  

  

  

Unreal Tournament 
Publisher |nfogrames e Developer Epic Games 

Genre First-Person Shooter ¢ Available Q1 2001 

By Bryan Intihar 

With the release of first the 

Dreamcast, then the PS2, 

and eventually Xbox and 

GameCube in 2001, many 

successful PC titles are now 

being ported to consoles. 

This October saw Dreamcast 

owners get Quake Il Arena 

(Q3A), while the PS2 launch 

included a version of Unreal Tournament (U7). Infogrames has decided to port 

UT over to another existing console with a Dreamcast version. 

The biggest asset to this DC version is its Support of multiplayer action via 

the Internet. The developers hope to get Unreal Tournament to run smoothly 

online with up to eight players engaged at once however that number may 

decrease by the game's release date. UT will also have offline multiplayer 

modes with either two or four players, dependent on framerate issues. 

DC owners will have no problems with the game’s replay value as this ver- 

sion has over 70 maps, some of which are exclusive. Unreal Tournament 

includes popular game modes like Deathmatch, Domination and Capture the 

Flag. Some console gamers may be disappointed to hear that they will not be 

able to challenge their Unreal Tournament PC counterparts online like with 

Quake I Arena. But, similar to Q3A, the game will support Sega’s broadband 

adapter. To make the game more comfortable to those familiar with the PC 

control scheme, the Dreamcast mouse and keyboard can also be used. 

When it comes right down to it, the success of Unrea/ on Dreamcast will 

be determined by Infogrames’ ability to deliver the online experience console 

gamers have enjoyed with NFL 2K7 and Quake Il Arena. Expect more infor- 

mation on Unreal Tournament in the coming weeks. 

Knockout Kings 2001 
Publisher Electronic Arts ¢ Developer EA Sports 

Genre Sports e Available January 2001 

By Jim Loftus 

Without question, without 

hesitation, when it comes to 

this version of Knockout 

Kings, EA has absolutely, 

unequivocally put together 

the best built boxing game 

on the planet and there’s stil 

several weeks to go before 

the game Is slated to ship. 

Trust me when | say that for the first time ever in a videogame, the 

Muhammad Ali you take control of /ooks like Muhammad Ali. Lewis, Hagler, 

De La Hoya and just about every other legend in the game look equally 

impressive. The arenas are sharp too, although the crowd textures could use 

some work. Hey, crowds shmowds—just ring the bell and I’m in there. 

Gameplay-wise, the PS2 version of Knockout Kings 2001 shares every- 

thing with its PS One cousin, and that’s good news, because EA made some 

major improvements to the series. First and foremost, they increased the 

speed of the fighters and gave them better mobility. With regard to features 

and options, KK 2007 has players covered: seasoned, well-timed commen- 

tary by Al Berstein and Teddy Atlas; new signature moves for each of the 

combatants; an improved “create-a-player” mode; and more. 

As it demonstrated with Madden on the PS2, in an EA Sports game, even 

the little things matter; in this case, things like killer audio effects, gradual 

damage mapping, subtle body language, and cut men working their magic 

between rounds. Overall, KK 2007 shines like there’s no tomorrow. In fact, 

I'd go so far as to say that, even at this stage of development, any sports fan 

who's been let down by the PlayStation 2 from the standpoint of graphics 

performance would be doing a double-take if they saw it. | know | did. 
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New Console Systems Drain Crucial Dollars from Publishers 
Publisher R&D rises in 2000 to reflect additional platform support 

PUBLISHER PRE-PAID ROYALTIES AND LICENSING FEES 
By Paul Palumbo 

ublishers have been spending more in 

R&D in fiscal years 2000 and 2001—in 
some cases significantly—to support 

new game platforms when compared to 

1999, a trend that will likely continue for a 

couple of years to come. Acclaim 

Entertainment, Electronic Arts and 3DO 

Company are all spending, on average, over 
30% more this year on R&D than last (see 

data comparison table). Midway Games 

and Take Two are up by the “mid teens,” 

while Interplay, Activision and have held 

spending close to last year’s comparable in 

real dollar terms, even though as a per- 

centage of 00 revenue, they are spending 

more. 
For all publishers, total R&D invest- 

ments include both expensed (current 

year or period) spending, and prepaid roy- 

alties and development costs. Prepaid roy- 

alties can be representative of a licensing 

arrangement with a rights holder, or deals 

with third-party development studios not 

part of an internal team. Some upfront 

R&D payments are in fact prepaid (and 

listed in current assets) in part to reflect 

  

  
  

the current value of 

the license being 

exploited, assuming a 

multi-year deal. That’s | Publisher 

the case with 

Activision and THQ for take Two Interactive 
their licensed Pproper- THQ weeeeeccccccsesessse 
ties. Some of that Activision ww. 

could be paid upfront, — MPIAY «ns s-see 
and others may not be 

paid upfront, but listed 

as a long-term asset. Those would be listed 

as deferred royalties, net of the current 

portion or value of the license. 

“Publishers are spending more because 
they have to climb up the learning curve 

with new software development kits, not to 

mention the investment required to pur- 

chase the development engines,” says 

James Lin, an analyst with Sutro & Co. 

“That's going to be the case for the next 
couple of years. These publishers have to 

ramp up for new platforms, and the only 

way to do that is through R&D dollars.” 

With the exception of THQ, all publishers 

are spending more in R&D as a percentage 

of revenue, compared to prior or compara- 

ble reporting cycles. 

GAME PUBLISHER RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT 

R&D figures include all pre-paid royalties and licensing fees 

  

2000 Pre-Paid 1999 Pre-Paid 
royalties royalties 
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Source: Analysis of company reports by Paul A. Palumbo. 

R&D STRATEGY 

DIFFERS BY PUBLISHER 

Publishers are investing anywhere from 

14% to 100% of booked revenue on product 

R&D this year, but as last year, a closer 

look inside those numbers reveals a lot 

about how each publisher is approaching 

the business of development from a 

strategic perspective. Looking at pre-paid 

expenses gives a good indication if a pub- 
lisher leads towards going outside for 

development or prefers internally driven 

production. 

Companies with largely internal develop- 

ment (Midway, Acclaim, EA and 3DQ) typi- 

cally report those R&D expenses on the 

income statement under operating   

  

  

% % Pre-pay % Pre-Pay 
Change 1999 2000 
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expenses. And the key point is that those 

expenses are subtracted from operating 

income during the reporting period, which 
directly impacts the bottom line. 

Other publishers such as Take Two 

Interactive, THQ, Interplay and Activision 

are weighted toward a third-party develop- 

ment and licensing models, and those 

expenses often appear on the balance 

sheet as pre-paid assets (royalties and 

licensing fees), and are not expensed dur- 

ing the quarter. Under that particular 

model, R&D is typically amortized (or 

expensed) over a number of quarters or 

reporting periods, which boosts the bot- 

tom line since the bulk of those costs are 
not immediately subtracted from operating 

income. 

THQ has been a long-time proponent of 

third-party development, and keeps costs 

down by doing so. That said, THQ’s per- 

centage of Pre-paid royalties has dropped 

  

Publisher 2000 YTD 1999 YTD slightly in 2000. 
R&D R&D % was 

(SMil.) ($Mil.) Change '00 Rev. 1999 Rev. %’00 Rev.  % ’00 Rev. Activision has experienced a much more 
dramatic reduction in Pre-paid royalties as 

j 0 
3D0 Company* BAD shaun 0 ae ee Ca TTA sessssssssssssassssee BA.2 scccsssssseeee (008% sce 76.0% a percentage of total R&D, falling from 64% 
Interplay Entertainment*** FS eens i, i ne ho a a 3h a 7 _——— 59.6% last year to 60% this year. EA’s R&D 
Midway Games* OG Andina 160 onde, Dp ct een SOE tional TOR ea 21.6% increase is to be expected, considering the 
Electronic Arts* ot ae en 199.0 ieeeees 312 dias. 18200 2k. AD crea eat coeveisnvs Ae) ae 16.3% company is a market leader and the scope 

Acclaim Entertainment**** AGF aainnnant OF Sinan. 1535) a ce) a 320.5 desaiGeth 143% Ges: 10.8% : , 
O pur- 

Activision” sie a oi i ee S68 i ne 15.2% ° their Send uEon ae “ee pe 
THO** A atin mers A Bc stvaiiv 410% £2 Sant [Ce i es 1304 ssesccstsrenaren BAAN ssssctivtvcl 31.1% RUASe MOIS COTetOHOIEIL KIS LAN anyone 
Take Two Interactive**** 956 he oo: i an 953% oc scecancus Li ne 184.0 edi heed 129% 25.0" 7: 12.1% else. The company plans to have ten titles 

Be a 1999 vs. 2000 Pe hike supporting PlayStation 2 On the Mar ket 

Source: Anaivsls of company repovts by Paul A. Palumbo, before Christmas, and that requires some 

R&D coin. GW 

Fandom Teams With LaFong—Fandom, Inc. and Pro Gaming League Plans Event—The Admission is $40 online for four days ($50 at the event) February 2001, with suggested retail pricing of $299 for 

LaFong are collaborating to create the online game Babbage’s/Cyberathlete Professional § League and children under 12 are free with an adult. the wireless bridge and $199 for either a PCl-compatible 

Lumen. The two are describing Lumen as “the 

Internet’s first ‘pervasive’ game.” Our collaboration 

with LaFong is an exciting opportunity for Fandom to 

take the lead in exploring new frontiers in gaming,” 

stated Fandom’s CEO, Mark Young. “We place a strong 

emphasis on crafting original innovations and expand- 

ing the limits of entertainment through emerging tech- 

‘nology, and LaFong is the perfect partner to help us 

stay on the cutting edge of the latest advances in 

entertainment.” Lumen is expected to launch in 

February. ne
ws
bi
ts
 

Tournament, a gaming battle that will award over 

$120,000 in cash prizes, has been set for December 

14-17 at the Hyatt Regency Dallas hotel. The event will 

be comprised of a $100,000 Quake 3: Arena singles 

tournament (with a $25,000 first prize), a $15,000 

Half-Life CounterStrike team tournament and a $7,500 

All-Female Quake 3: Arena singles tournament. 

Tournament sponsors include Razer and Stomped.com. 

It’s expected that over 500 combatants will fight it out 

for the prizes. The event will also enable amateur play- 

ers to bring their own machines for a LAN area. 

SOHOware to Intro New Wireless Gear—SOHOware 

Inc. has announced plans to release a high-speed wireless 

networking product that is geared toward consumers and 

small office use. NetBlaster |I, which is part of the compa- 

ny’s CableFREE product series, will offer up to 11Mbps 

data flow via RF (radio frequency) standards to Windows- 

based computers, and provide a range of 300 feet indoors 

or 1,000 feet in unobstructed space. Existing CableFREE 

gear only pushes data up to 2Mbps and with a 250-foot 

range. Plans call for the NetBlaster II line to be available in 

board or PC Card. 

THPS 2 World Championships—lIwin Galaxies has 

announced that it will be hosting the Official World 

Championships for the PlayStation port of Tony Hawk's Pro 

Skater 2. From November 20 to December 20, players will 

compete to see who can gain the highest scores in this 

tremendously popular skateboarding title. The skateboard- 

ing arena that players will be competing in is the Hangar 

level of THPS 2. The top five players will split $3,000 with 

$1,000 going to the person with the highest score. 
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MARKET TRACKING REPORTS 
Information Based Upon NPD Data Recorded November 12-18, 2000 

  
  

Top 10 Video Game Accessories 
Ranked on Units Sold 

  

Top 10 PlayStation 2 Titles 
Ranked on Units Sold 

  

oan AVERAGE Wes AVERAGE 
RANK RANK  TITLE/ACCESSORY PUBLISHER RELEASE DATE _ RETAIL PRICE RANK RANK TITLE PUBLISHER RELEASE DATE — RETAIL PRICE 

a 1 .....,MEM EXPANSION PACK/N64. ....NINTENDO OF AMERICA ..NOV '98 ..........00.. $30 A ceneend 1......MADDEN NFL 2001... eee ELECTRONIC ARTS. .......... 2 Sig) eee $50 

5 scene 2 ......8 MEG MEMORY CARD/PS2 ....SONY COMPUTER ENT.....OCT '00.........000 $34 Dam sas 2 neste PANT AV ISTO ae scn cers exe searenmrvane nat SONY COMPUTER ENTo.cOGT "OO ts cccsnisrsiscn $50 

2 jams 3 ......MEMORY CARD VALUE PK/PSX INTERACT ACCESSORIES DEC '95............0 $10 D secon 3 ...... TEKKEN TAG TOURNAMENT ......NAMCO uo ee eeeeeeeeeeeeees Ts ears cars $50 

OP scx 4 ......DUAL SHOCK2 CONTL/PS2/PSX ..SONY COMPUTER ENT. ......0CT "00... seeeeeees $34 De sass a) ee ELECTRONIC ARTS.......... 06] a 0) eer $50 

OE eccl omaai EAE Cis) Fake amencesesisineerd INTERACT ACCESSORIES JUN '97 vee $141 — ED exert MLA 2G, concern sect yn ict te ELECTRONIC ARTS.......... iO $50 

—_—— 6 ...... MEMORY CARD 15X/PSX.......4. MAD CATZ uu... ceseeeseeeees AUG "96... eee $141 —— ae! (fl ELECTRONIC ARTS .......... V6.) $50 

—_— 7 ......RFU ADAPTOR/N6O4 ues INTERACT ACCESSORIES SEP '96.........000. $14 — 7 ......MIDNIGHT CLUB: STREET.......... ROCKSTAR GAMES.......... SUE 00 is wisest ction $49 

oes om 8 ...... VISUAL MEMORY UNIT/DC........ SEGA OF AMERICA.......... DEP OD crimersarsntene $25 2S axa 8 ......READY 2 RUMBLE BOXING 2 ....MIDWAY....... cee eeeeeeeeeeees OT Oise xen se cee $50 

Oe ssc) 9 ......DUAL SHOCK CONTROLLER/PSX ..SONY COMPUTER ENT. ......SEP '00 wc seen $29 oS seam Osea GILERR eo PRUIN sens cana cnc atoc sr ROCKSTAR GAMEG.......... Hh) $49 

10 ......10 .... MEMORY CARD/N64 ues INTERACT ACCESSORIES APR ’97..........:00000 $10 OF ccc Uivisl TNAG IY WARRIQRS 2 ssecaxancrsss FI, vopcaeaenscen emrensancien Ue i er $49 

**Not in Top 10 Last Week 

Source: NPD TRSTS Video Games Service ¢ Kristin Barnett-Von Korff ¢ 516.625.2481 

Top 10 Portable Videogame Titles 
Ranked on Units Sold 

  ** Not in The Top 10 Last Week 

Source: NPD TRSTS Video Games Service ¢ Kristin Barnett-Von Korff ¢ 516.625.2481 

Top 10 Nintendo 64 Titles 
Ranked on Units Sold 

LAST LAST 
WEEK'S AVERAGE WEEK'S AVERAGE 
RANK RANK TITLE/PLATFORM PUBLISHER RELEASE DATE RETAIL PRICE RANK RANK TITLE PUBLISHER RELEASE DATE RETAIL PRICE 

— 1 ......POKEMON SILVER/GBC ............ NINTENDO OF AMERICA ..OCT '00.........00000+. $28 ** 41. WWE NO MERCY uuu. THQ. cscscscesescsesessseseseteeens NOV ’00 .eeeesceeesen $61 

— 2 ......POKEMON GOLD/GBC ..........000. NINTENDO OF AMERICA ..OCT '00........0.000004 $28 ae 2 ......LEGEND OF ZELDA: MAJORA’S ..NINTENDO OF AMERICA ..OCT ’00...........00. $59 

ee 3 ......SUPER MARIO BROS. DLX/GBC NINTENDO OF AMERICA ..MAY '99......, $29 — 3 ...... WORLD IS NOT ENOUGH 007....ELECTRONIC ARTS.......... 26 /.)) ———e $50 

#H saesA cesses TONY HAWK'S PRO SKATER 2/GBC..ACTIVISION vocccsscessseessssseeen NOV '00 vescecssssesssssen $29 3 eee 4 ......HEY YOU PIKACHU! ....... cece NINTENDO OF AMERICA ..NOV '00 ......ceceees. $80 

6 eee. 5 w.-FROGGER 2/GBC o...eceeceeeees MAJESCO. vececececesseeeseeen SEP "00 ..eeeecseessees $29 A ici 5 ...... TONY HAWK’S PRO SKATER.....-ACTIVISION voces MAR 00 .veesescesee $50 

** | ..6......MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE/GBC ....INFOGRAMES.........c:c0000 a $7 B ese 6 ......MADDEN NFL 2001.0... ELECTRONIC ARTS .......... SEP "00 vecseeeeseseeee $50 

B sees 7 ....-POKEMON YELLOW/GBOY ........ NINTENDO OF AMERICA ..OCT '99........c000000 $25 9 cn F oan UPL BLITZ SOOM. cs scnisinis ae ennai MIDWAY ....cseeeceeseeseeen SEP "00 ..essescesssesee $50 

— 8 ......WARIOLAND 3/GBC .......cceceeee NINTENDO OF AMERICA ..JUN '00........c. $28 — 8 ......MARIO PARTY 2.0... ceeeeceeeeeees NINTENDO OF AMERICA ..JAN ’00 uu... $49 

oe 9 ......MK & ASHLEY GET CLUE/GBC ....ACCLAIM ENTERTAINMENT JUN '00 vee $29 6 veeceeeee Q........SW EPISODE 4: RACER... eee LUCASARTS ENT. ..scsceseseseeees MAY "99 uu. .ceseeeeeeeteees $10 

— 10 ....LITTLE MERMAID 2: PIN/GBC....NINTENDO OF AMERICA ..SEP '00........0.00005. $34 ** 10 ....TUROK 2: SEEDS OF EVIL wo... ACCLAIM ENT. ..eeceseeseeees DEC '98.....eescesssees. $10 

**Not In Top 10 Last Week 

Source: NPD TRSTS Video Games Service ¢ Kristin Barnett-Von Korff ¢ 516.625.2481 

Top 10 Playstation Titles 
Ranked on Units Sold 

  
Top 10 Dreamcast Titles 

  

** Not in The Top 10 Last Week 

Source: NPD TRSTS Video Games Service ¢ Kristin Barnett-Von Korff ¢ 516.625.2481 

Ranked on Units Sold 

  

oll AVERAGE mais AVERAGE 
RANK RANK TITLE/PLATFORM PUBLISHER ~ RELEASE DATE —_ RETAIL PRICE RANK RANK TITLE PUBLISHER | RELEASE DATE —_ RETAIL PRICE 

eee ae SQUARE EA oo... seers. NOV '00 ues $40 iL weitee! (ei SEGA OF AMERICA.......... NOV OU! sat coca sas 0c $50 

— 2 ......TONY HAWK’S PRO SKATER 2 ..ACTIVISION .....ceeceeeeeees = lal ige 0] 0 teen $40 2 sess De sree WO del licasnmearnea uses wos aes eam emcee SEGA OF AMERICA.......... BD suse: ions ans $50 

ae oo INFOGRAMES...........0:ceee (0) e010 $39 — 3 ...... TONY HAWK’S PRO SKATER 2 ..ACTIVISION ooo. eee OD: ps cus ems ans $47 

© races 4 sve MADDEN WEL ZOOL scinzssneaiasntat ELECTRONIC ARTS........... AUG “OO. casssxsssveae $40 fY ses cams a | SEGA OF AMERICA.......... ae) | re $49 

— D «4... TONY HAWK’S PRO SKATER ......ACTIVISION .......:ceceereeees BPG sreiesis ens semen $26 SF haces a SEGA OF AMERICA.......... BEE TO nicesrsammncn nay $21 

ee 6 .....GRAN TURISMO 2 oo... cesses SONY COMPUTER ENT.....DEC '99..........00 $27 —_ 6 ......READY 2 RUMBLE BOXING 2 ....MIDWAY.........c.ccccceseseeeees 6 i) $41 

—— _— i GT INTERACTIVE...........6.. i a $22 aah 7 ......SKIES OF ARCADIA 0.0... eee SEGA OF AMERICA.......... NOV '00 ue $51 

—_ ees 2) NAMCO 1.0... eceseeeeeeseeeeees APR "98... eee eeeeeees $22 OY sos casi 8 ...... TOMB RAIDER: REVELATION......EIDOS INTERACTIVE ........ MAR ’00 ......:::00 $47 

DU spcxcops — DAVE MIRRA BMX..........0:eceeeeees ACCLAIM ENTERTAINMENT SEP ’00 uu... cece $40 2 ama 9 ...4e9ONIC ADVENTURE ....s0cccecceene SEGA OF AMERICA........... 2): $21 

2 BO cae co GAA Fel ee cnt ttn TAKE 2 INTERACTIVE ......APR ‘OO... cece $9 —_— LD sedET GRIND) RADY xs scacvesiinevnsvc SEGA OF AMERICA.......... TO scores aaa $50 

**Not In Top 10 Last Week **Not In Top 10 Last Week 

Source: NPD TRSTS Video Games Service ¢ Kristin Barnett-Von Korff * 516.625.2481 
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GamewWEEK interview 

Nintendo’s 

Peter Main 
Nintendo of America’s Executive VP of Sales and Marketing talks N64, sizes up the 
competition, and explains why things will be different with GameCube 

    

By Jim Loftus 

ur elevator reaches the fourteenth 

floor of the St. Regis Hotel in 
Manhattan. Entering one of the deluxe 

Suites, we are greeted by three eager 
Nintendo spokespeople and_ offered 

a chance to settle on a rather comfy looking 

couch with a cold drink. Sitting atop a glass- 

tiered coffee table are two of Nintendo’s 

latest and potentially greatest weapons. 
On the left, a fully operational silver and 
orange Game Boy Advance and tiny Mario 
Kart and F-Zero ROMs stacked at its side; on 

the right, an unfinished GameCube proto- 
type sitting mere inches from our grasp. 
This scenario seems to have “test drive” 

written all over it and we aren’t about to 

argue. Peter Main enters.... 

GameWEEK: (eyeing the purple 

GameCube) So there it is...pretty hard 
to miss. 
Peter Main: Alive and real, absolutely. Let 
me tell you where we are and where we’re 
going. First, with some of the things that 
have been going on over the past several 

months, a lot of people are wondering 

Below: two scenes representing the poten- 

tial power of GameCube. Spectacular 

effects such as true fog and eight-way light 

sourcing are said to be entirely possible. 

  

  

  

“Is the game industry alive and well?” 

You bet! Why is it alive and well? It all 

comes down to the experience, the 
content. Consumers want great con- 
tent. | mean, after all, that’s what it’s all 

about. We like to think we play a big role 
in getting consumers what they want. 

GW: Such as Pokémon...? 

PM: Oh, yes. When we said we were 
getting ready with Pokémon Gold and 
Silver, everybody said “You’ve gotta be 
smoking funny cigarettes if you think 

you re going to do the kinds of numbers 

you're talking.” And guess what? 
We sold 1.4 million copies out of the 
gate, in just one week. Also as we 
announced, Stadium is currently the 
number one best-selling game on 
console. Pokémon is certainly hot 

here, there’s no question. It’s on 

fire in Europe as well. The whole 
issue here in the U.S. was “Will it | 
make it through another holiday?” \ 
and it seems to have been answered. 

GW: Let’s go back to the industry 

in general for a moment. A lot of 
developers seem to be placing 
a huge emphasis on graphics these 
days. It seems to me the focus is so 
heavy on the visual side, they’re over- 

looking the number one reason people 

buy games in the first place: gameplay. 
Would you share your thoughts? 
PM: What players have been saying to the 
industry is “Show me a better storyline, 
give me a reason to play.” Our Game Boy 

Color titles, for instance, don’t have the 

type of visual impact that games on a cur- 
rent console have, but people are playing 
them like there’s no tomorrow. A lot of 
developers see this and kind of scratch 

their heads and say “What am I! doing 

wrong here? I don’t get it.” Again, it all 

comes down to the experience. 

GW: How’s Zelda doing? 
PM: As you know, we shipped Zelda: 

Majora's Mask for the N64 on the same day 

those other guys launched that machine, 

uh, what’s it called? (laughs) One million 
pieces of Ze/da were shipped. That was on 
Thursday. Through Sunday night-just three   

  
The GameCube’s outer casing 

seems to have been inspired by 

those familiar book shelf stereo 

come across. 

days later-400,000+ units were sold. 
(makes triumphant motion) And in case 

the recorder didn’t pick that up, that was 

my arm! (everyone laughs) So right now | 

only have about 600,000 units left in the 
barn and we’re still three weeks away from 
Thanksgiving. That means I’m going to 
have to work hard to replenish my supply. 

GW: How big a threat does Microsoft 

pose to Nintendo right now? What 
about Sony? 
PM: Microsoft is huge, there’s no question 
about that, but the real key is this: they have 
yet to demonstrate they know what it takes 

to produce a great game. There are lots of 

other question marks as well. On the other 
side, you've got Sony saying “We’re not just 
about games, we’re about being the center 

of home entertainment.” I’m not sure exact- 

ly what it is doing there, but | do know that 

it’s not part of our goal. Nintendo is about 

the gaming experience. 

GW: Peter, what’s your take on this 

  

systems. The controller is one of 

the most comfortable we’ve ever 

  

    

  

  

  

    
whole PlayStation 2 buying frenzy? 

It seems odd for a company like Sony 
to experience “part shortages” in the 
critical months leading to the North 
American launch of a system as huge 
as the PlayStation 2. Do you think 
there’s a chance Sony might have 

prefabricated the hardware shortage to 
induce a buying frenzy? 
PM: \t’s a very easy thing to say it was pos- 
sible, but nobody seems to know. We do 

know, and what the industry has seemed to 

realize, is that when the machine is held up 
to the light and dissected, it isn’t what 
[Sony] said it was. On top of that, the limit- 
ed availability makes it difficult for compa- 
nies to make a profit. It’s catastrophic. 
There are some forty-odd guys out there 
who've got an average investment of 

$3.8 million dollars who are going to have 
a tough time. And so now the question is, 
in America, with DVD players selling at 
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GW Interview: Peter Main 
around $200, will people continue to buy into 
the hype? There’s been a lot of hype for a 
long time with [PS2]. You and | understand 
about how that works, and man, | love it— 

you can beat the drum and really make 
things happen—but | don’t knowif it’s going 
to be effective in the long term. 

GW: Let’s talk about the future. 

Nintendo seems to have learned from 

some of the mistakes it made with the 
Nintendo 64, one of which was below 
par software support. What can we look 

Nintendo’s Game Boy Advance, powered by a 32-bit 

RISC-based processor, will allow for 20 hours of 
continuous play using two 

AA batteries. 

   
charts. 

  

  

Even weeks after 

their initial release, 

Pokémon Gold and 

Silver continue to 

dominate the sales 

forward to with GameCube? 
PM: \t will launch in Japan in July of next 
year, then in the U.S. three months after 
that. I can tell you right now we are not going 
to do things like we did with the N64. We are 
not going to put it on the market with two or 
three titles and have the stuff just sort of 
come in after that. At the same time, we’re 

certainly not going to launch with 28 titles. 
I mean, having that many titles on opening 
day is not good for anyone involved. So, let’s 
just say “Not two or three titles, and not 28 
titles.” We'll be somewhere in between. 

GW: What's going to 
make the average 
game buying consumer 
choose GameCube 
over the other 

consoles? 

PM: Let me show you. 
(instructs Nintendo rep- 
resentative to run 

GameCube _ videotape 
footage) 

GW: Nice. | noticed 

you added some new 
scenes in there...some 

morphing stuff.... 
PM: And it’s all being 
done real-time. It’s just 
going to knock your 

socks off. 

GW: What about Game 
Boy Advance? How’s 
everything coming 
along there? 

PM: One of the beautiful 

things about the Game 
Boy Color is that it’s 
always been easy and 
relatively inexpensive to 

   

develop for. Before work started 
on Game Boy Advance, develop- 
ers said “Give us more power, 
give us this, give us that.” 
But they also said “Don’t get 
too crazy...don’t make that 
processor try to replicate what’s 
happening at home.” We said 
“Fine, let’s do it then.” I am 

telling you, holding 
this 32-bit 
handheld, 

consumers 
will = say 

to them- 

selves 

“Game 
Boy Advance 
not only looks 
better than 

Game Boy 

Color with better resolution and 

a bigger screen, it’s also backward-compati- 
ble and plays all my old Game Boy Color 
titles!” [It will launch in Japan on March 21 
next year and in North America in July. 

GW: One thing Nintendo always 
seems to maintain is that magical, 
“Disney-esque” quality with its 
franchises. How does it make you feel 
to be a part of that? 
PM: Wonderful. It really does feel 

wonderful. 

GW: Peter, do you think Sega will be 
able to maintain a course with 
Dreamcast next year, particularly in the 
light of losses posted and increased 

competition in the market place? 

PM: There are a lot of rumors. You know, 

I like [Sega] because they have some great 
assets; some phenomenal software. They’re 
also doing some nice things with online con-   

                          

   

    

Includes: 
Game Pak; Voice 

_y) Recognition, Unit 
4 rand Microphone 

  

Nintendo never fails to impress: even at 

an average price tag of $80, Hey You, 
Pikachu! for the N64 is selling in huge 

quantities. 

tent. | don’t know that they've fully enunci- 
ated their strategy, so it’s difficult to say 

what’s going to happen to them, really. 

GW: Clearly, Nintendo is synonymous 
with great games and it has been for a 
long time. To a lesser extent, Sega has 
also had a similar reputation. Peter, do 
you see any benefit at all in “cross- 
pollination” using franchised charac- 

ters from two major companies? Any 
chance Nintendo and Sega might team 
up in the future to develop content for 
either GameCube or Dreamcast? 
PM: Sega has some fantastic assets 
and sure, I’d love to have a shot at some 

of them. 

GW: A game co-starring Mario and 
Sonic, for example, would certainly 
Cause an enormous buzz among the 
gaming community. A few months ago, 
there were rumors about a dual plat- 

form cross-over RPG featuring Sega 
and Nintendo characters. Can you 
confirm or deny them? 
PM: No comment. (smiles) GW 

  

Half-Life To PS2—Sierra Studios announced that it is InterAct Preps Portable PS One Display—interAct 

  

Jaleco Announces Illbleed—Jaleco USA has 

n
e
w
s
b
i
t
s
 bringing the popular PC game Half-Life to the 

PlayStation 2 platform. The PS2 version will feature all 

new levels, as well as single and multiplayer game 

modes. The vice president of Sierra Studios, Jim 

Veevaert, said, “The advanced technology in PlayStation 

2 will allow us to take Ha/f-Life’s heart-racing action to 

the next level.... Given the popularity of the franchise, as 

well as the mind-blowing capabilities of the next-gener- 

ation console, we fully expect Half-Life to be a marquee 

title for the PlaySation 2.” Half-Life for the PS2 is cur- 

rently scheduled for a release during the second quar- 

ter of 2001. 

Accessories, Inc. has announced plans for the release 

of its Mobile Monitor, a liquid-crystal display for Sony’s 

PS One game console, with a December timeframe. 

The high-resolution display offers a full set of controls- 

such as brightness, tint and volume-as well as an AC 

adaptor for the display, a two-plugged car adapter (to 

power both the monitor and the PS One), stereo 

speakers, a headphone jack and a second set of 

audio/video input ports to accommodate the display 

the output from another device. The Mobile Monitor 

has a manufacturer's suggested retail price of 

$149.99. 

announced plans to release ///bleed, a horror game for 

Dreamcast, in February 2001. The title-which is being 

developed by Climax Graphics, the group behind Blue 

Stinger-runs the player through seven “theme worlds” 

that revolve around movies created by “fictitious B- 

movie producer Michael Reynolds.” Sega of Japan will 

be handling the Japanese release. 

Sony: PS2 and Super Bow! Parties—Still two months 

away, Sony Computer Entertainment America (SCEA) has 

announced plans for its sponsorship of events surround- 

ing Super Bowl XXXV, which is being held in Tampa, 

  

Florida, on January 28. Among the events being held: 

¢ Game Before the Game, held on January 25, will have 

one player from each Super Bow! team take each other 

on in the PlayStation 2 version of NFL GameDay 2001. 

e The 989 Sports NFL Players Party, January 26-28, is 

a variety of events that enable fans and players to inter- 

act, offer comedian performances, hand out autographs 

and giveaways, and provide interactive kiosks with NFL 

GameDay 2001 for PS2. 

e The Locker Room Challenge pits eight players in a 

NFL GameDay 2007 for PS2 tournament. 

SCEA indicates that a portion of the proceeds from the 

events will benefit Special Olympics. 
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    Award Winning Game Developer 
| VA | is currently seeking top talent for 
entertainmer ‘| Playstation2 & XBox Development 

  SFX PROGRAMMERS * MAYA CHARACTERS ARTISTS - 
GAME DESIGNERS * MAX/MAYA ANIMATORS \ 

ART DIRECTORS * GAME PROGRAMMERS | é 
ASSOC. PRODUCERS * SHELL & TEXTURE ARTISTS 

  
MARCH Rtg KNOCKOUT 

MADNESS“2001 x Bi oe KINGS™2001 
PLAYSTATION® { ey sf PLAYSTATION 2®       

THE WORLD 

is NOT ENOUGH™ 

PLAYSTATION® 

    

          
  

Black Ops Entertainment offers a casual work environment, 

competitive salaries, great benefits, and paid Intern opportunities. 

resumes@blackops.com fax 310.828.0630 | 0263 

www.blackops.com 

      
  
  

  
    

    
Can you take a Big Idea, help 

flush it out, then do whatever it 

takes to make it happen? Yahoo! Inc. is a global Internet media company that offers a branded network of media, 
commerce, and communication services to more than 185 million users worldwide. We are 

looking for a few good folks: self-starters, leaders, evangelists, and people with infectious 

enthusiasm about the Internet and a sense of humor who want to help create our future. C 0 N C E pe T D F V F L 0 Pp E R S 
Join our dynamic team, responsible for creating the hottest Internet media properties. 

  
Disney Interactive is looking for a highly creative person who can think beyond the 

‘ ears and add some original content to our mix. We're the people responsible for such 
Business Development Manager, Games best-selling games as Toy Story 2, Who Wants to be a Millionaire? and A Bug's Life. 

In this newly developed position, you will be responsible for turning Yahoo! Games into the 
premier online gaming site. We are looking for a high-energy, passionate, and enthusiastic Disney Interactive, part of Disney Consumer Products, IS a mass-market, global 
individual with experience and contacts in the gaming industry to develop, execute, and manage leader in the development, publishing and distribution of interactive educational and 

entertainment software. Products are based on branded content of the Walt Disney 
Company (Walt Disney Pictures, Buena Vista Home Entertainment, ABC, ESPN, Walt 
Disney Attractions and more), and they encompass Disney's broad range of creativity 
and strength in feature animation, live-action film, television, sports and theme parks. 

    
a strategy/business plan for the Yahoo! Games vertical. You will work collaboratively with the 
Yahoo! production, marketing, and engineering teams to identify key content, marketing, and     technologies needed to develop Yahoo! Games. Understanding of each partner’s online goals,   their role and position in the industry, basic value propositions in business partnerships, and the 
ability to work creatively to structure deals to satisfy Yahoo! and its business partners is essential. 
You will identify and pursue strategic opportunities, negotiate terms and language to govern 

relationships and manage those business relationships after closing the deal. Our ideal candidate 

will possess a BA/BS degree with at least 2 years of experience in strategy and business It is essential that you include your RESUME, CONTACT INFORMATION, and the following 
development. An MBA and gaming industry experience are preferred but not required. JOB CODE: 0000528 in the body of your email. Do NOT send your resume as an attachment. 
Understanding of the internet and of the medium, business models, and technologies that it 
has shaped is essential. The ideal candidate will have experience in negotiation, closing deals, 
and managing significant strategic relationships. in addition, good prioritization skills, excellent 

written and oral communication skills, and a high degree of comfort managing multiple projects 

and working with senior executives are necessary. 

Ready to work your magic and become a star? Then please email us at: 
cp.careers@disney.com 

    
So, if you Yahoo! submit your resume to jobs-busdev@yahoo-inc.com, or fax it to KF at | 

Zz =) dD 

@ , (408) 328-7938. EOE. ISNEY Interactive 

join.yahoo.com 
© Disney We are an equal opportunity employer.     
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LEAD PROGRAMMER 

needed for game company based 
in the Chicago area.       

Must have BS degree in Comp Sci or 
related discipline. MS degree is a plus. 

Must have three years of game industry experience. 

Must show strong management 
and organizational skills. 

Must demonstrate expertise in C++, object-oriented 
design, and in one of the following 3D graphics, Al, 

networking physics, math and sound. 

Send resume to 
jobs@high-voltage.com 

State in your cover letter that you are 

En Staton Fiala responding to the GameWeek advertisement. 
Entertainment AG + Fireglow. 

All other trademarks and cop 
properties of their respect 

r
a
t
e
 

in the Chicago area. 

Must have BS degree in Comp Sci 

or related discipline, with at least two years of 

software industry experience. 

Must demonstrate skills in C++, object-oriented 

design, and knowledge in 3D graphics, Al networking, 

physics, math and/or sound. 

Send resume to 

jobs@Chigh-voltage.com 
state in your cover letter that you are 

responding to the GameWeek advertisement.   
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PROGRAMMER 

needed for game company based Park Avenue TransGlobal 

Financial Services ¢ 818-712-0000 

About Time Inc. ¢ 956-723-1198 

Action Software « 440-942-9091 

Action Zone ¢ 818-701-7474 

American Software & Hardware « 800-998-2743 

BRE Software « 800-431-4263 

California Video Games ¢ 213-622-2540 

Central Games, LLC. ¢ 213-748-2555 

CompuExpert ¢ 949-609-1677 

Diamond Comics ° 800-452-66427 

Ditan Distribution ¢ 888-463-4826 

Eagle Entertainment lac. ¢ 800-923-2453 

Electro Source ¢ 323-234-9911 

Flerida State Games ¢ 800-343-4263 

Game America ¢ 714-761-9571 

Game Mart ¢ 818-788-2900 

Game Tech Marketing ¢ 818-345-3675 

Game Tronics ¢ 323-277-3940 

Gennex2k ¢ 310-447-9966 

Jack of All Games ¢ 513-326-3020 

MacMillan Software ¢ 317-581-3050 

Manchester Games ¢ 213-627-7259 

Masco Distributors ¢ 323-581-8118 

Mecca Electronics Industries ¢ 212-691-0782 

Microware Distributing * 800-346-8956 

Navarre ¢ 800-728-4000 

Nightlife ¢ 800-543-9427 

Phase Il ¢ 800-421-4263 

Pioneer ° 818-908-0800 

S&l Marketing * 213-624-1662 

Star Gate Software ° 800-560-5449 

SVG Distribution * 310-661-3000 

Tech Data * 800-237-89 

Tommo ¢ 626-839-8759 

United Game Source « 800-249-0307 

U.S. Games Distributors ¢ 310-475-7915 

U.S. 1 Distributors ¢ 305-477-3388 

Vast Inc. * 215-953-8300 

VLM Entertainment Group, Inc. ¢ 800-232-0522 

Westside Group ¢ 905-564-7283 

WIT Distributors ¢ 305-507-0851 

Z Best ¢ 888-777-9230 

  
To be added to our Game Services 

Directory, please call 203.761.6166 

Certified Marketing Services ¢ 518-758-6406 

JBI Localization ¢ (818)592-0056 

National Marketing Services * 908-757-9300 

Brandons Video Game Exchange ¢ 614-870-3390 

GameTrace ¢ 800-669-4827 

JD Store Equipment * 800-433-3543 
JFJ Disc Repair ¢ 818-908-9904 

Mr. Video ¢ 800-432-4336 

Pinnacle Infotainment © 800-776-1605 

Speciality Store Services ¢ 800-999-0786 

Abrams Creative Service ¢ 818-343-6365 

KMerris PR © info@kmorrispr.com 

Mars Publishing ¢ 800-549-6646 

Americ Disc. Inc. ° 704-482-8299 

Academy of Interactive Arts & Sciences ¢ 310-441-2280 
Amusement & Music Operators Assoc. ¢ 847-290-5320 

Computer & Electronics Manufact. Assoc. ° 703-907-7600 
Computer Game Developers Assoc. ¢ 818-548-5047 

Entertain.Software Ratings Board ¢ 212-759-0700 

European Leisure Software 

Publishers Assoc. ¢ 011-1386-830642 

Interactive Digital Software Assoc. ¢ 202-833-4372 

Interactive Entertainment Merchants Assoc. ¢ 203-761-6183 

International Assoc. of Amusement 

Parks & Attractions * 703-836-4800 

International Game Developer's Network ¢ 512-249-8592 

International Licensing 

Industry Merchandisers' Assoc. ° 212-244-1944 

Automatic Merchandising Association ¢ 312-346-0370 

Recreational Software Advisory Council ¢ 202-237-1833 

Software Publishers Association ¢ 202-452-1600 

Video Software Dealers Association ¢ 818-385-1500 

Aegisoft * 301-527-6111   
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Rite Time... 

Rite Place... 

WE BUY GAMES FOR CASH 
NEW & USED HARDWARE 

SOFTWARE » ACCESSORIES 
GAMEBOY * SUPER NINTENDO 
SEGA SATURN ¢ PLAYSTATION Travel International, Inc. 

N64 ¢ DREAMCAST 

MANCHESTER GAMES 64 Danbury Road 

Tel: (213) 627-7259 © FAX: (213) 627-8083 Wilton, CT 06897 

pacgames@gte.net 

         

  

   
    
    
   

  

USA 

Telephone 

203.761.6100 

800.835.7483 

Fax 

—5./01 .Bo13SS 

THAT'S WHERE!!! 
N-64¢PSX*DC*GAMEBOY «ACCESSORIES 

We also offer resurfacing 
for Compact Discs - Any Format 

(800) 421-4263 or FAX (228) 475-3762 

badams@datasyne.com 
corporate travel specialists 

ae we. lag Ro ike a. =e SS Sea & Big, FE ad eae. BS SP 8 

  

. ~«Experienced attorneys providing counsel to 

  

baa the interactive industry, including: 
. Intellectual Property Beacerion ‘lh hess 

i _. WM Cyber Litigation oe Exe 

r= Contract Negotiations 

: Development of Entertainment 

© Properties and Ancilliary Rights 
a 

  

~64 Gothic Street ° Northampton, MA 01 060 

    
25 Games $375 

PlayStation Games $8 
Dreamcast 

Starter 
Package 

15 Games $400 

BRE Software 
www.bresoftware.com/wholesale 

(800) 431-4263 FAX (559) 432-2599 
wholesale G @ bresoftware.com 

PlayStation” PlayStation"! 

         

   

  

VIDEO GAME 
INSTRUCTIONS? 
Now you can print your own 

instructions on your PC or order 
low-cost, pre printedstickers. 

No more renting games without 

instruction. 1000’s of titles 

available on all major 

platforms including 

PLAYSTATION & N64 
SEGA DREAMCAST 

PINNACLE GAM 
INSTRUCTIONS 

Call today to order. 

No risk, 30 day money back guarantee. 

1-800-776-1605 
www.progame.com 

Dreamcast. 

E-Mail: 
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News 

PREVIEWS 
Reviews 

MARKET INFO 
Exclusiv 

Co ntent 
SMa hay 

  

    
       
    

      

  

: Tel: (413) 584-8067 *Fax; (413) 585- 078/ 
ed » BS et. Bmailt fierst@ent-atty.com 
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With a combined total of 41 X Games and Gravity Games medals, you think you’d have no 

chance in hell of ever going bigger than this crew. That’s where you’re wrong and InterAct is 

going to help you get there. And the payoff is oh, so sweet. When you purchase InterAct, 

Gameshark and Performance brand videogame accessories now through the end of 

February 2001, InterAct will give you chances to win posters, skateboards, snowboards, 

BMX and motorcross bikes, big ticket electronics and some killer trips. Those chances will 

come every day, every week, and every month through February 20071. It’s simple. 

Buy products. Earn points. Win. What are you waiting for? 

A personal invite from Dave Mirra? 

Check out GoBigWinBig.com for official rules and instructions



CALENDAR 

    

  

    

    

>2001< 

THE GATHERING OF GOODNESS 
CALENDAR AND CD 

  

ws ayes 

a   ODGAME 
Gathering of Developers       

Get your free subscription {ro™ Jenny 

at retail.godgames.com


